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WHAT PROGRESS HAS
BEEN MADE ON THE
CHILD CARE TASK FORCE
RECOMMENDATIONS?
BY EMILY KESTEL
In 2021, Gov. Kim Reynolds created the Child Care Task Force to address Iowa’s child care crisis.
Its 18 members were tasked with developing comprehensive recommendations that would be used as “a foundation for potential action by
the Governor, legislature, communities and employers to reduce both
short and long-term barriers” to child care in the state.
The task force produced a list of 15 recommendations. Since the release of those recommendations to the public in November 2021, 10 of
them either have been enacted or have at least seen concrete progression.
Several others remain in early planning stages.
In a statement on May 24, Reynolds said: “Already we’ve allocated over
$500 million to support child care in our state and created more than 9,000
new child care spots in just one year. But we’re far from finished.”
Now that the legislative session has ended, here’s a look at what’s
been done, and what’s still on the table.

WHAT’S BEEN ACCOMPLISHED
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Business coordination. Through a partnership with the Iowa
Economic Development Authority, create a full-time position
for someone who would serve as a navigator to help businesses, employers, advocates and communities understand
solutions to child care found in the Iowa Women’s Foundation
business solutions toolkit.
The Iowa Women’s Foundation has hired Sheri Penney, the former
economic development director in Mitchell County, as its employer engagement director. In her role, Penney will help businesses across the
state understand the economic impact of child care, assess their child
care needs and understand solutions outlined in the Iowa Women’s
Foundation toolkit.
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Business slots. Establish a tax credit program that would incentivize employers to purchase available openings at a nearby
child care center as a benefit to its employees.

In May, Reynolds announced the launch of a new Child Care Business Incentive Grant program to encourage employers to offer child care
to their employees. The grant program will provide a total of $25 million in state funds from Iowa’s share of federal American Rescue Plan Act
money to support child care projects across the state. The majority of the
funds will be used to support local infrastructure investments to build or
expand child care capacity. The remaining $5 million will be used to support arrangements between employers and child care facilities to expand
and reserve child care slots. The state will begin accepting applications
on June 17, and applications must be submitted by July 18.
Child care challenge fund. Support and continuously review the
Child Care Challenge Fund to increase the availability of child
care slots. The fund was created in January 2021 to aid in the
construction of new child care facilities or the renovation and
expansion of existing structures.
Reynolds in January announced $36.6 million in grants through
the Child Care Challenge Fund. The grants went to 108 programs in 72
communities, and were expected to create an additional 5,200 child care
spots across the state.
For programs that already exist, Iowa was allocated $200 million
from the American Rescue Plan to provide stabilization grants to centers
and in-home providers to help support personnel, equipment, and rent
or mortgage costs.
Ratio requirements. Reexamine staffing restrictions and the
child-staff ratios to determine whether regulatory changes
should be made.
The Legislature passed a bill this session that established new minimum child-staff ratios of 1:7 for children age 2 and 1:10 for children age
3. Previously, those guidelines were 1:6 and 1:8, respectively. The Legislature also passed a bill that allowed child care center employees who are
16 to work without being under the direct supervision of an adult.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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An employee at the Ann Wickman Child Development Center in Atlantic reads a book to a young child. Photo by Emily Kestel

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

This recommendation was not endorsed by every task force member,
and remains contentious among many child care providers, lobbyists
and parents.
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Best places for working parents. Implement an initiative that
would designate the Best Place for Working Parents in the
state. Policies reviewed for the designation would include paid
health care, paid time off, paid parental leave, on-site child
care, child care assistance, backup child care, flexible hours,
remote work opportunities and lactation benefits.
The Iowa Economic Development Authority announced in January
that it would launch a statewide program that would recognize employers with family-friendly policies with the designation.
As of June 10, more than 100 Iowa companies and organizations
have been awarded the designation, including Holmes Murphy, Gravitate Coworking, Greater Des Moines Partnership, the city of Norwalk,
Bank Iowa, Collins Aerospace, Fareway Stores Inc., Bankers Trust and
Dotdash Meredith.
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Shared services. Develop a model that would allow child care
providers to access a statewide, online partnership platform
for support on various business operations like payroll, retirement benefits and group purchasing for insurance.
This is a recommendation that was heavily favored by task force
members. Janee Harvey, division administrator for Adult, Children and
Family Services at Iowa DHS, said the project is currently being worked
on in phases. A document said the project will include the implementa-

tion of a child care management system and the provision of technical
assistance through financial management consultants.
According to the document, a design team made up of child care
providers and early childhood experts began working on the project in
February and will conclude their work this summer. The child care management system is expected to go live in January 2023, according to a
timeline in the document.
“This will be a very significant contract for the state,” Harvey said,
adding that it will bring efficiency to the industry.
Child care assistance. Provide more flexibility in child care assistance program requirements to help more working families
and providers.
The Legislature this session passed a bill that incentivizes providers to accept more families that receive child care assistance by allowing parents to pay the difference between the child care assistance rates
and the rates charged to private-pay families. Supporters of the bill said
it will allow providers to accept more families who qualify for child
care assistance, which reimburses centers only about 50% to 75% of the
market rate. Opponents said it will only increase child care costs for lowincome families.
The Legislature did not expand child care assistance this past session
– a move that many providers are in favor of.
Blended child care and education. Blend child care and preschool options, which would expand early learning opportunities.

Workforce education compensation. Continue to support
workforce education opportunities while leveraging new ones
to help fill the gap for those interested in pursuing the child
care profession.
With funds from the Iowa Department of Human Services, the
Child Care WAGE$ program will remain in effect through June 30, 2024.
WAGE$ provides salary supplements to those who work in child care
based on their level of education. Those with a master’s or doctorate degree with at least 24 early childhood credits can earn up to $5,250 a year
through WAGE$.
The task force also listed 12 “just do it” recommendations,
which were defined as “common-sense process initiatives
that the state can put in place with relative ease.” At least four
of the 12 recommendations have seen action by the state.
Harvey said the state is working on ways to ease regulatory burdens
on child care providers, which was one of the “just do it” recommendations. She said they’re currently analyzing results of a survey that went
out to providers that asked about “pain points” they experience in terms
of regulations.
One “just do it” recommendation was to reexamine Iowa’s quality rating system and consider connecting participation to bonuses. In
April, the state rolled out a new quality rating system for child care providers, called Iowa Quality for Kids, or IQ4K, replacing the Iowa Quality
Rating System. The program is voluntary and gives providers a chance to
assess their current level of quality based on five levels. The higher the
level a program achieves, the higher the child care assistance reimbursement rate and bonuses will be.
Another “just do it” recommendation was to implement a workforce sign-on and retention bonus structure through Iowa DHS to help
attract and retain child care workers. In January, Iowa DHS announced
it will implement a $30 million recruitment and retention bonus program using American Reinvestment Act dollars. Current child development home providers, licensed child care center staff members and
newly hired employees are eligible for the bonuses, each of which is
$1,000. Sign-on bonuses will be available 90 days after the date of hire.
Six months after the initial sign-on bonus and every six months thereafter, those meeting the requirements will be eligible for retention bonuses
until the funding runs out.
The task force recommended that the state continue to support the
Rural Child Care Market Study Grant Program to help communities assess the child care market environment and strategies to address child
care challenges. Last year, Reynolds announced $100,000 in new funding
for the program.

WHAT’S STILL ON THE TABLE

Business investment credits. Create an Iowa Child Care Investment Tax Credit program that would make businesses eligible
for a 20% refundable tax credit for investing in the construction or acquisition of a nonprofit child care center that would
be used by its employees. It would also give businesses a 5%
refundable tax credit for the annual cost of providing child care
to the employees’ children.
Property tax parity. Create a subcategory of commercial property for child care centers that would treat them the same as
residential, in-home care operations.

Vacant school rehabilitation. Create a pilot project led by the
Iowa Economic Development Authority that would transform
vacant school buildings into child care centers.
Staci Hupp Ballard, a spokesperson for the Iowa Economic Development Authority, said conversations are still coming together on this recommendation and to look for more on it soon.
Sales and use tax exemption. Create a sales and use tax exemption on the building materials used for the construction or
expansion of licensed child care centers, which would lower
construction costs.
Fire and safety code requirements. Create a transparent and
consistent policy for fire and safety code requirements in child
care settings.
While not directly targeting fire and safety codes, Harvey mentioned
that there was a bill that worked to reduce local ordinances and regulations if they were stricter than those at the state level, which may apply
to this recommendation.
Child care enrollment hub. Develop a centralized online hub
where parents can quickly and easily find information about
child care facilities, openings, enrollment and tours.
Harvey said the state is exploring the feasibility of an enrollment
hub as part of the child care management system under the shared services recommendation.
“It’s aspirational, and we like it as a concept,” she said.

WHAT TASK FORCE MEMBERS SAID

Task force chair Emily Schmitt said people
continue to talk about the report and request presentations about it and the issue of child care, which
makes her optimistic. “I want communities to [continue reading] the report and let the task force know
what would be most impactful in the next [legislative] session.”
Task force member Mary Janssen hopes
the issue of child care will be at the forefront of
the next session. “It’s going to take more than one
legislative session to make changes; we have to
continue to advocate.”
Task force member Dawn Oliver Wiand
said she’s excited by the amount of attention child
care got in the legislative session and how the governor made it a priority, although she would have
liked to see more concrete action, especially with
ways to increase wages and benefits for the workforce. “I think we have good steps forward. But to
really address it we need to be thinking bigger and
bolder … which is what [Reynolds] wanted in the first place. Until we
look at how we are funding child care and really step out of the box,
we’re just making baby steps.” n

EMILY KESTEL is the Fearless Editor for Business Record. She covers
women’s issues as well as other human interest stories.
E: emilykestel@bpcdm.com

Scan the QR code with your phone’s camera to
subscribe to the free Fearless e-newsletter
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Reynolds in November announced the Iowa Department of Education is making $100,000 in grants available for advancing planning efforts for blended child care and preschool programs. Schools in Council
Bluffs and Waterloo are currently piloting the project.
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BY JOE GARDYASZ
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Editor’s note: This is the first installment of a two-part series looking at challenges to business models in the media industry and the possibility of more community-funded models.
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Former journalist Kyle Munson traveled to many of Iowa’s 99
counties while working as the Iowa columnist for the Des Moines
Register, a role that capped a 24-year career reporting with the daily
newspaper.
In that time, he witnessed the challenges that both the Register and
news organizations of all sizes in Iowa and across the country were experiencing as traditional sources of revenue — subscriptions and advertising — were shrinking as technology and culture gravitated toward new
digital models while the “mass audience” fragmented.
Though he now works in corporate communications in Des Moines,
Munson helps lead a nonprofit news funding organization — the West-

ern Iowa Journalism Foundation — as a new approach for sustainably
raising funds to ensure the survival of news organizations in rural Iowa.
So-called news deserts aren’t an issue of concern solely in rural Iowa
or rural America – the demise of local independent news organizations
in cities of all sizes has been a simmering crisis for the past couple of
decades. Additionally, the ramifications go far beyond the vitality of the
news industry, because a decline in independent news organizations represents a danger to the freedom of information necessary for a functioning democracy.
It’s an issue that’s starting to gain the attention of business and community leaders across the United States, and in recent years, various
funding models have emerged that dramatically reenvision how communities can support independent, locally based, factual reporting.
The emergence of a variety of nonprofit news organizations or philanthropically funded community news funds – and substantial dona-

PHOTO BY DUANE TINKEY

WILL EMERGING NONPROFIT
MODELS HELP SUSTAIN
LOCAL NEWS?

WE HAD TO START BY NOT
BITING OFF MORE THAN WE

tions flowing into them – indicate that community and business leaders
across the United States are recognizing that independent, factual reporting of news represents a vital community resource.
In 2020, Munson co-founded the foundation with Doug Burns, owner and publisher of the Carroll Times Herald. In early 2021, the foundation received Internal Revenue Service tax-exempt recognition. In its
first year of operation, the fledgling nonprofit raised $280,454 in 2021
and as of mid-May has already exceeded that initial-year total. To date, it
has granted a total of $135,000 in direct reporting support to the Carroll
Times Herald, the Storm Lake Times Times Pilot and La Prensa Iowa, a
Spanish-language newspaper for Latinos based in Denison.
“It made sense to focus on just a handful of counties where we knew
we had concerned stakeholders,” Munson said. “We had to start by not
biting off more than we could chew.”
An independent documentary film that was released last year about
the Storm Lake Times and its Pulitzer Prize-winning publisher, Art Cullen, also helped shine a spotlight and drive donations. As has support
from funders like Microsoft Corp., Munson said.
Local, independent journalism — both in Iowa and across the United
States — is facing a financial and existential crisis, say news industry
leaders from around the state. It’s equally a matter of concern for community and business leaders because news deserts mean a lack of coverage and the loss of the crucial watchdog role that journalists provide.
A March 2021 research report, “Healthy Local News Ecosystems,”
found “consistent evidence that the health of information providers,
specifically journalism organizations, and strong relationships among
information providers and community members, are correlated with
engaged residents, community cohesion, and other positive community
outcomes.” The research, funded by Democracy Fund, Google News Initiative and the Knight Foundation, developed a framework of 35 indicators to measure the health of local news and information ecosystems,
and applied those measures to nine metro areas across the country.

KYLE MUNSON
President, Western Iowa
Journalism Foundation

Among the key findings was that as the number of journalism organizations per capita increases, both community satisfaction and voter
turnout in elections increase. In summary, the researchers concluded that:
“A healthy news and information ecosystem is a virtuous circle whereby
improved information contributes to improved community outcomes.”
The Western Iowa Journalism Foundation is one example of an
emerging trend toward leveraging community philanthropy as a sustaining revenue source for news organizations, in the recognition that
independent news sources are community assets as vital as schools, hospitals and libraries.
One of the fastest-growing emerging national models of nonprofitfunded news with an Iowa presence is States Newsroom, which in early
2020 rolled out the Iowa Capital Dispatch as its 14th state capital news
organization. It’s led by veteran Iowa journalist Kathie Obradovich.
Now funding news operations in 25 state capitals, States Newsroom’s
goal is to have either a newsroom presence in each state capital or a
partnership with an existing nonprofit covering state capital news in
all 50 states by 2024.
As a nonprofit organization supported entirely by donor contributions, States Newsroom in 2020 raised nearly $10 million in contributions, with a mission of filling gaps in coverage of state government,
particularly for smaller news organizations. The content of each news
article written by its outlets can be picked up by any news organization
at no cost.
Chris Fitzsimon, founder of States Newsroom, said he believes the
organization is filling a valuable role in making sure that important stories are being reported. “We believe that state government is a level of
government that has the most impact on people’s lives that they know
the least about,” he said. “And so we’re trying to work with other folks in
partnerships in any way we can to try to change that.”
Another nonprofit news-funding organization that has formed within the past several years to augment local journalism is Report for Ameri-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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COULD CHEW.
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WHEN RESIDENTS
ARE ENGAGED AND
INFORMED ABOUT
THE NEWS REVENUE
CRISIS AND INVITED
TO HELP SOLVE
THE PROBLEM,
FUNDING EMERGES,
NEW VOICES
PARTICIPATE IN
LOCAL JOURNALISM,
AND NEWSROOMS
BECOME A
RECOGNIZED PILLAR
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OF THE COMMUNITY.
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REPORT FOR AMERICA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

ca, which places young, emerging reporters in newsrooms by paying half
of the reporter’s salary. Co-founded in 2016 by two former journalists,
Charles Sennott and Steven Waldman, the initiative over the last three
years has enabled local newsrooms to generate more than $10 million in
local philanthropy to support community news.
Through its model, participating local news outlets pay one-fourth
of the salary, and a local donor pays the remaining fourth. If the arrangement continues for a second year, the news outlet pays an increased share
of the salary. Iowa Public Radio is among more than 200 news organizations that have augmented their staffs with Report for America reporters.
Initiatives to establish community news funds have shown promising results in a number of cities. Report for America recently examined
the experiences of 10 U.S. cities in which community news funds were
established, including in-depth case studies of seven community news
fund projects.
Those seven initiatives over the last three years have generated more
than $15 million in philanthropy for local news organizations. Those metro areas included Traverse City, Mich., Lancaster, Pa., Fresno, Calif., Lexington, Ky., Seattle, and statewide efforts in Pennsylvania and California.
The report strongly recommends that all community foundations
consider the creation of community news funds to catalyze local news
support. “Across these communities, the story is the same,” Report for
America concluded. “When residents are engaged and informed about
the news revenue crisis and invited to help solve the problem, funding
emerges, new voices participate in local journalism, and newsrooms become a recognized pillar of the community.”
In January, Report for America announced an initiative with another nonprofit journalism funder, the Local Media Association, to train a
group of 20 news organizations across the country on how to catalyze
philanthropic innovations in business models. The Meta Journalism
Project, a program led by Meta, formerly Facebook, is providing funding
support for the project.
In March, the Gazette in Cedar Rapids was among 20 newspapers
selected to participate in the six-month training program. “We have
watched with great interest as media organizations have developed
new funding streams through foundations and other organizations,”
said Zack Kucharski, the Gazette’s executive editor, when the announcement was made.
“These streams are important as the business models of media organizations shift,” he said. “We are in the early stages of developing the
skill sets and team needed to do that within our organization, and we are
excited to have support from coaches and work alongside other teams
working toward similar goals.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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I WOULDN’T HAVE
AN AUDIENCE
FOR ONLINE
NEWS ... WITHOUT
RODNEY WHITE FOR IOWA CAPITAL DISPATCH

FACEBOOK,
WITHOUT
TWITTER.
KATHIE OBRADOVICH
editor, Iowa Capital Dispatch

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
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IOWA JOURNALISTS DISCUSS MEDIA
FRAGMENTATION, BUSINESS MODELS
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A small group of journalism professionals recently gathered in Des
Moines for a panel discussion titled “The Future of Journalism.”
Des Moines Register Editor Carol Hunter and Carroll Times Herald
Editor Burns were among several Iowa news organization leaders who
discussed emerging funding models during a panel discussion at the annual Des Moines Book Fair.
“It’s not an overstatement — and there is certainly a fear out there
— that the general interest newspaper, the kind of paper that Doug
owns in Carroll, the Des Moines Register, could cease to exist at some
point in the future,” Hunter said. “That’s the extreme dark side. And if
that were to happen, it means that the reporter who has been covering the city council and the school board and the police department
wouldn’t be there anymore.
“And it also means that reporters wouldn’t be there to cover what
I call stories of community cohesion — that’s everything from the
new business opening down the street, to the fundraiser for the com-

munity member that was injured in a car accident, to the play being
staged at the local theater.”
Digital channels have long been a double-edged sword for the business of journalism, simultaneously dividing and multiplying media
channels while also enabling them to increase audience reach.
Kathie Obradovich, editor of the Iowa Capital Dispatch, noted: “I
wouldn’t have an audience for online news, and I bet Carol wouldn’t either, without Facebook, without Twitter. We spend a lot of time sharing
our content online because if we didn’t, no one would ever know that it’s
out there. Every time a Facebook algorithm changes, we move up and
down with how much of an audience we can find, and it’s based on something that’s not transparent and that we don’t know about in advance.”
She added, “I do think that people are starting to develop an appreciation and understanding about how important news coverage is to understanding and to democracy.”
Laura Belin, a political journalist whose contributions to Bleeding
Heartland beginning in 2007 progressed from what she called an “outof-control hobby” to an “out-of-control business,” said the vast majority

of her revenue comes from reader contributions. “My readers feel a really
strong connection to my website, so that’s how I’m able to cover costs,”
she said. Belin describes her editorial policy as “really solid, researchbased reporting, but also not shying away from taking a position on the
issues — so not pretending to be neutral.”
Belin said she decided early to keep all of her content open on her
site. “People donate because they want to support the work because they
know these are stories that they can’t read elsewhere,” she said.
“The thing I’m most pessimistic about is there aren’t enough people
to cover [important news]. The majority of the Polk County Board of Supervisors meetings aren’t even really getting any coverage unless there’s
something interesting. I don’t have the bandwidth to cover all the stories.”
With the explosion of digital media, much of the traditional mass
audience that once sustained local journalism “just kind of evaporated,”
Hunter noted. “Some of it’s because of just the proliferation of where you
can get news. I mean, I find it sublime that I can read the New York Times
and its great international reporting. … But what’s missing is the infrastructure to support that general-interest journalism.
“My fear is that because of the increased polarization of society and increased tribalism that they’re going right to [either a progressive or conservative-leaning] website where they feel very comfortable, they see and get
reinforced on what they believe in, and skip right over some of the objec-

tive journalism that a paper like Doug’s and mine try to provide each day.”
Hunter said that diversification efforts toward more events-driven
revenue and specialty newsletter subscriptions are going to be key to
larger news organizations like the Register.
“RAGBRAI was kind of a trailblazer of that nearly 50 years ago, but
now we do things like Des Moines Storytellers, the All Iowa Auto Show,
the Iowa Sports Awards,” she said. “We do 14 newsletters now that go
to targeted audiences; we’re going to start more of those. You’ll find us
increasing our presence on Instagram. We need to be able to go wherever
the audience is, and it’s on all of these different platforms. I think the
larger regional papers are starting to find their footing through subscriptions models.”
Susan Patterson-Plank, executive director of the Iowa Newspaper Association, said she believes the solution for ensuring continued funding
for journalism will be seen through many possible business models.
“When you listen across this table, what you hear are lots of people
doing lots of different things,” she said. “And I truly believe that that’s
where the solution is. I don’t have to be 100% in on the nonprofit model,
any more than I have to be 100% in on the for-profit model. I don’t have
to be 100% in on being a newspaper; I don’t have to be 100% in on being
digital. I think that the solution is going to be in lots of places.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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REPORT FOR AMERICA OUTLINES BEST PRACTICES
To be successful, community news funds should:
•
•
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•
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•

Encompass multiple funders of varied giving
levels.
Pursue multiyear contributions with a fund
goal of six and seven figures depending on the
community size.
Demonstrate and articulate that the community
(not merely the newsroom) is the beneficiary
of improved local news.
Direct funding support to more than one
newsroom, where feasible, to better serve an
entire community.

•

•

Create a steering committee of civic leaders
that eventually grows to become a board of
governance for fund expansions and dispersals
Ensure with local news partners that the
community benefits from a wide range of
types of reporting (investigative, hyperlocal,
features, etc.) and targets of coverage (e.g.,
health, education, environment, criminal justice,
economic development).

To read Report for America’s Community News Funds
Report, visit this link: www.reportforamerica.org/
communitynewsfunds

OTHER ONLINE RESOURCES:
Western Iowa Journalism Foundation: www.westerniowajournalismfoundation.com
States Newsroom: www.statesnewsroom.com

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

Community foundations across the United States are increasingly
becoming involved in establishing initiatives or grants to support the
funding of local journalism.
Supporting local journalism in creative ways is one aspect of an
initiative developed by Community Foundations Leading Change (CF
Leads), which in a 2019 report identified three areas of momentum in
which community foundations can take a greater leadership role: insisting on racial equity, amplifying community voice, and influencing public policy and systems.
According to that research report, titled “Going All In,” a majority of
Americans surveyed said they were not satisfied with the way democracy is working in the United States.
“A lack of trust in major institutions, including the news media,
combined with a steady decline in local journalism and an increase in
misinformation, is affecting Americans’ ability to stay informed about
issues impacting their lives,” the report stated. Among indicators of that:
• Only 27% of Americans agree with the statement that
“elected officials care about ordinary citizens.”
• Half of all Americans have “hardly any confidence in
the press.”
• More than a quarter of the country’s newspapers have
vanished over the past 15 years, along with half of all local
journalist jobs.
There have been numerous community responses to the need, however. According to research conducted by Report for America, from 2009
to 2021, community foundations across the United States contributed
$124 million in “journalism, news and information” grants to 700 recipient organizations.
Community news funds have been established in rural as well as
urban communities and have supported both for-profit and nonprofit
newsrooms, the report noted.
The Business Record reached out to the Community Foundation of
Greater Des Moines to ask whether community foundations in Iowa
have become engaged in any known community news funds. The Greater Des Moines Partnership was also asked to weigh in, and assisted by
putting out a request to its network of business communications contacts asking whether businesses have encountered initiatives in Iowa.
While no apparent examples of community foundation-based news
funds emerged, Community Foundation of Greater Des Moines leaders
pointed to the CF Leads report, as well as community news funds supported by community foundations in Philadelphia, Cleveland and in
Arkansas and Delaware.
A Report for America summary of efforts cites support by community foundations of journalism funding. Among the examples: In New
Haven, Conn., the Community Foundation for Greater New Haven is
funding a community-focused news organization, the New Haven Independent. Community foundations in Denver, Colo., and Wichita, Kan.,
are also funding community journalism nonprofits.
Lexington, Ky., is one of the communities whose journalism philanthropy was profiled by Report for America. The Bluegrass Community
Foundation’s president and CEO, Lisa Adkins, “connected the dots be-

tween social justice, vibrant communities and local news” by regularly
attending the Knight Media Forum, an annual gathering of funders and
media leaders seeking to strengthen local news, according to the case
study. Since 2019, the community foundation there has co-funded a
Report for America reporter to cover critical health issues for the local
newspaper, the Herald-Leader.
The Bluegrass Community Foundation also hosts a Fund for Civic
Journalism. The first project of the collaboration has been the Our Voices
Project that has been appearing since last fall, featuring original commentary by members of the community on the effects of racism in areas
including housing, economic opportunity, health care, education and
the justice system.
“Investing in local journalism is critical if you care about the health
and vibrancy of your community. If you are looking to enhance civic literacy and community engagement,” Adkins stated. “If you care about the
quality of local government, local schools, and local public institutions,
then investing in local journalism is a simple, cost-effective strategy.” n
Look for the second installment of this series in the next edition of the
Business Record.

JOE GARDYASZ is a senior staff writer at Business Record. He covers
insurance & investments, health & wellness, manufacturing & logistics,
banking & finance.
E: joegardyasz@bpcdm.com
P: (515) 661-6084

Real Estate Advisory

SVN | CREATE handles
all the tasks associated
with your transactions
from the start to the
end and thus act as
your business's
support system.
Learn more at
www.svncreate.com.
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A C U S T O M P U B L I C AT I O N F O R T H E C H A M B E R O F C O M M E R C E A N D C I T Y O F U R B A N D A L E

Urbandale Business Connection
June 2022

IN THE KNOW

1.

2.
3.
4.

www.uniquelyurbandale.org | www.urbandale.org

Urbandale and DART are working together to add public art in bus
stop shelters. The City’s Public Art Committee selected two works
to be featured at shelters on 86th Street at Aurora Avenue and
Colby Parkway.
The art, including the work pictured here by artist Maddy Fusco,
presents icons of Urbandale in new and creative ways.
Urbandale works closely with DART, the Des Moines Metro’s
transit authority, to increase mobility for residents and employees
across the region. Urbandale is served by express buses, routes
that serve the Urban Loop and on-demand service.
Collaborative projects like this public art initiative represent
Urbandale’s commitment to beautifying public spaces with art
to enhance quality of life while making the morning commute a
little more interesting for riders!

A C U S T O M P U B L I C AT I O N F O R T H E C H A M B E R O F C O M M E R C E A N D C I T Y O F U R B A N D A L E

GROWN IN
URBANDALE
SERIES

Make your
backyard
the outside
great room.
Urbandale’s home improvement corridor
has one of the largest selections of
outdoor furniture.

iEMERGENT MAKES MORE
HOME OWNERSHIP A REALITY
Home ownership has long been
part of the American dream, yet it
has been out of reach for many people. While the homeownership rate
for white Americans is around 70%,
according to the National Association of REALTORS® (NAR), it’s close
to 47% for Hispanic Americans and
41% for black Americans.
“Historically, lenders have said
they can’t lend profitably to minorities,” said Laird Nossuli, chief executive officer of iEmergent, which
works with loan officers, financial
institutions, government agencies
and community organizations to promote diversity in homeownership.
“We use data and market insights
to show how serving these minority groups can be the best route for
business growth and improve home
ownership equity for all.”
This is not sub-prime lending, said
Nossuli’s husband, Bernard, iEmergent’s chief operating officer. “We
turn data into action plans to help
clients make profitable lending decisions,” who works with the top 20
lending institutions in America, as
well as local, community banks.
Laird, who has a master’s degree in social work, admits her view
of banks has changed through the
years. “I used to think banks were
more of a hindrance than a help for
equitable
homeownership,”
said
Laird, whose father, a former Wells
Fargo executive, established iEmergent 20 years ago. “Without adequate capital, however, you only have

dreams. Healthy communities need
strong financial institutions.”

JUNE 28 A.M. Exchange 7:30 – 8:30 a.m. | Hungry Boyz
JUNE 30 Chamber Night at the Iowa Cubs pre-tailgate

at 4:30 p.m.

BECOMING A GAME CHANGER
Home ownership is associated
with better educational performance
in children, higher civic and volunteer
participation, and lower crime rates,
according to NAR. iEmergent consults
with the Mortgage Bankers Association, the National Association of Minority Mortgage Bankers of America
and other organizations to help more
minorities become home owners.
“I think of my graduate school
professor who said, ‘Don’t play the
game you find. Change the game
you play,’” said Bernard, a Maryland
native. “It’s a win-win when communities and lenders work together in a
strategic, collaborative way.”
Bernard and Laird praise Bankers Trust, along with Urbandale’s
economic development leaders,
for supporting iEmergent, which is
on track to quadruple its revenue
in 2022. “Urbandale is great,” said
Bernard, who appreciates the community’s easy access. “We live a few
miles from work, traffic jams aren’t a
problem, and we can see Living History Farms from our office.”
As iEmergent’s five full-time employees help the business grow, Laird
knows it’s important to remain resilient. “Some of my favorite advice is,
‘Don’t give up too soon. The universe
rewards a stubborn heart.’ It’s exciting
to help make a positive difference.”

JULY 4 Urbandale’s 4th of July parade 10 a.m. |

fireworks at dusk Parade applications are now open

JULY 14 genYPM 4-5 p.m. | Showplace Cabinetry Design
Center

WELCOME NEW URBANDALE
CHAMBER MEMBERS
T.A.P. The Asset Pros,
Urbandale

ProSource Wholesale,
Urbandale

JT's Slap Shot Hockey
Shop, Urbandale

Power/mation Division, Inc,
Urbandale

Innovation Refunds,
West Des Moines

BNI, Grimes

Adobe, San Jose, CA
EOS Worldwide - David
Hickman, Adel
American Legion Post
663 & VFW Post 9668,
Urbandale

Accurate Commercial,
Des Moines
Welk & Co., Des Moines
Waukee Chiropractic
Center, West Des Moines
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At left, Mindy Burr, director of the Achieving
Independent Methods program and vocational services
for Easterseals, with Tracy Keninger, rural solutions and
assistive technology program director, at right.
Photo by Duane Tinkey

WHAT IS ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY?
Iowans find solutions to barriers that affect daily living through Easterseals
BY EMILY BARSKE
Earlier this year, a veteran got to see a photo of his grandson for
the first time.
It was one of many tear-jerking experiences that the staff at Easterseals Iowa gets to experience on a weekly basis, said Tracy Keninger,
rural solutions and assistive technology program director.
Through its assistive technology program, the Des Moines-based
nonprofit can help provide technology when Iowans face a barrier to
accomplishing an activity of daily living – whether that might be for
employment purposes, for participating in recreational activities, or for
taking care of oneself or a loved one. Keninger said Easterseals has its
hands in just about anything in Iowa that relates to assistive technology.
“I’m just really proud of what we’re able to do to help people keep
their jobs,” Keninger said. “Sometimes it means to have their first job
ever because we worked with them to provide assistive technology.
Sometimes it’s a matter of if we didn’t have this technology and they
couldn’t stay at home, they would have to be placed in a more restrictive
environment, like a nursing home.”

How it works
Through the assistive technology program, people can come in and
try out different equipment to see what they like. Usually they have a
monthlong trial period. Once they find something that works for them,
Easterseals can help connect them with a funding source if they’re unable to purchase a device themselves. That source could be Iowa Vocational Rehabilitation Services, the Iowa Department for the Blind, Able
Up Iowa, an employer, medical insurance, or various other public and
private organizations and foundations.
With nearly 2,000 devices in the equipment library, the tools can
help with a variety of needs. Some clients identify as having a disability, while others might not identify that way – perhaps preferring “I just
have a problem using my hands sometimes” or “I struggle with stress” instead. Keninger said they work with a lot of people with newly acquired
disabilities who may have recently been in an accident or had a recent
medical diagnosis that affects their daily life.
She said there has been “a substantial increase in persons who are
feeling isolated. So [they may request] technology to help them to be able
to communicate with others, to stay in touch. … People who are working
[are coming to us expressing] increased concerns with their brain health

or mental health. So stress-relieving types of assistive technology, ways
that they can be reminded to take a break, maybe some meditation type
of reminders, things of that sort, has been quite substantial.”
The staff recognizes that helping someone be independent in one
area of their life may help them find ways to be independent in other
areas of life. Assistive technology can be as simple as a keyboard with enlarged letters or as sophisticated as a gaming system that works based on
eye movement and blinking for someone who is unable to move below
the collarbone.
The technology is always evolving and they do their best to stay on
top of it while also dealing with tertiary challenges such as access to
broadband, which is necessary for their technology to work. One client
they’ve been working with uses sip-and-puff technology for gaming.
“We’re hooking everything … that he would use to control the computer with sip and puff movement, so it’s like a straw that he sips or
puffs into something and the length of his sip or puffs, and how many
in a row, control the computer system,” Keninger said. “So it’s just forever ever-changing.”
Some solutions may be easier to provide, but all solutions are worthwhile to the staff, she said.
“What this will do for him, to return to a task or recreational activity
he loved before his disability, it’s monumental. But there’s no funding
source that says, ‘Oh, it’s great he gets to do something he enjoyed.’”
Luckily in this client’s case, they worked with other community
organizations and technology partners to donate different parts of the
system for him.
Some assistive solutions like this can be expensive, and not all clients seeking help from Easterseals can afford to pay for the technology.
“As exciting as [advancements in assistive technology are], it’s disappointing that so many persons could have their lives enriched, but the
funding’s not there,” she said.
That’s why whenever they can, they work to help people find the
money or request donations of technology. For the client using sip-andpuff technology, “it was so clear that if we can create some confidence
in him to be able to [game], it could be a catalyst for him to think, ‘You
know what, maybe I could work.’ … So we’ve spent endless hours trying
to get this funded. … The truth is, we just don’t have the ability to do
that for all persons, but it’s such a key component, in my opinion, for
him to believe in himself.”

WAUKEE GETS IT!
The Waukee City Council has identified housing affordability for its growing workforce
as an area of focus in its strategic plan, and city leaders are acting! Waukee recently
purchased a 15 acre plot of land near the city’s new Northwest High School with an eye
on attracting a project to promote housing opportunities for all in this booming part
of the region. Achieving equity, affordability and accessibility is the goal of a regional
housing plan to meet the growing needs of Metro Des Moines, and Waukee gets it!
Learn more about how communities like Waukee are increasing their focus on housing
choices and opening opportunities to every resident at herewegrow.city.
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UNITED WAY OF CENTRAL IOWA

TOCQUEVILLE SOCIETY
The United Way of Central Iowa Tocqueville Society transforms our community by addressing the Essential Needs, Early Childhood Success,
Education Success, Economic Opportunity, and Health and Well-being of every central Iowan. The members listed on these pages are our
community's most generous and community-minded philanthropists: the individuals and families who annually contribute $10,000 or more to
United Way and health and human service agencies in our region. Together, they’ve invested nearly $7 million to the 2021 United Way campaign.
Please join us in recognizing and thanking them for fostering an equitable, engaged, and empowered community.
Visit unitedwaydm.org/tocqueville to learn more.

100K & UP
Don & Margo Blumenthal, Patty & Jim Cownie, Dr. Richard L. Deming, Bill & Susan Knapp, Tom & Linda Koehn, Kyle & Sharon Krause, Steve & Cathy Lacy

75K TO 99K
Grant Kvalheim, Rich & Kim Willis

50K TO 74K
Chris Blunt & Gretchen Nickel, Roger K. Brooks & Sunnie M. Richer, Don & Mary Cofﬁn, Matt & Bridget Fryar, Dan & Joanie Houston,
Fred & Charlotte Hubbell, Nancy Krause, Mark & Jill Oman
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25K TO 49K
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Greg & Andrea Abel, Kip & Debbie Albertson, Steve & Melissa Chapman, Jeff Chelesvig, Graham Cook & Catherine Bennett, John DeVries,
David & Margaret Drury, Dave & Nora Everett, Doug Fick, Steve & Lynn Graves, Patrick & Karen Halter, Craig E. Hansen & Judy Ralston-Hansen,
Tom & Holly Harty, Cara & Kurt Heiden, Jim & Deb Israel, Tessie Johnson & John Owens, Ross & Deanna Junge, Dan & Nicolette Keough,
Jon Koehn & Maribeth Mulready, Scott Johnson & Julia Lawler, Chris & Peggy Littleﬁeld, Don & Lori Lyons, Celia & Tom Mahoney, Rick & Deb McConnell,
Ed & Dawn McGill, Barb McKenzie, Doris Jean Newlin, Doug & Heather Olson, Suku & Dr. Mary Radia, Dan & Phyllis Rupprecht, Steve & Renee Schaaf,
Paul & Claudia Schickler, Karen Shaff & Steve Jayne, Dr. Stephen & Martha Stephenson, Dennis & Ellen Willadsen, Larry & Kathi Zimpleman

15K TO 24K

Kip & Jane Augspurger, James & Leslie Belardi, John & Nancy Berg, Harry Bookey & Pam Bass Bookey, Brett & Sue Bosworth, Gary & Diane Bridgewater,
Vern Johnson & Teree Caldwell-Johnson, Charley & Nicole Campbell, Dean & Sandra Carlson, Steve & Lorri Caster, Shannon Coﬁeld & Kirk Irwin, Dave Dietz,
Esfand & Sharon Dinshaw, Mike Downing & Susy Gooding, Sam & Stephanie Early, Paul & Sandy Easter, Roger Fors & Kristi Chapman,
Monica Lynne & Rob Friedman, Traci & Jamie Galligan, Michael & Barbara Gartner, Tracy Ging, Suzie Glazer Burt, Tim & Sharon Glenn, Tom & Sally Graf,
Marcene Grant, Glen & Kimberly Hall, Steve & Rachel Hauschilt, Patrick & Traci Hellman, W. Jeffrey & Arlene Heng, Christine & Charles Holmes,
Debbie & Mike Hubbell, John & Cindy Hurley II, Mark & Lori Iles, Chuck & Jaina Johnson, Craig & Joan Johnson, Chris & Meredith Jones, Rajesh Kalathur,
Dan & Mary Kelly, Gary & Sue Kirke, Nancy & Bill Knapp II, Dan & Amy Koestner, Tanner & Hannah Krause, Erin & Christopher Kuhl, John & Ellen Lamale,
Rob Sand & Christine Lauridsen Sand, Scott & Susan Leiberton, Brian Mallaro, Jeff & Alyson Matney, Mark McCormick & Victoria Herring, Mike & Rhonda McCoy,
Doug & Suzanne McKinstry, Todd & Ashley Millang, Lisa & Joel Nelson, Mary Louise & Gerry Neugent, Phil & Mary Nordhus, Mary O'Keefe & Jeff Nall,
Cy & Meighan Phillips, Dan Pitcher, Joe & Judy Price, Kay & Bob Riley Jr., Mark Rupprecht, Paul & TeAnna Rupprecht, Tom & Pam Rupprecht,
John & Julie Schreurs, Stan & Mary Seidler, Mary Sellers, Deanna Strable-Soethout & Dwight Soethout, David & Becky Stark, Robert & Kari TeKolste,
Nicholas Roby & Deborah Tharnish, Terrence Tobin & Maureen Roach Tobin, Rick Tollakson, Tim & Toni Urban, Jim Usgaard & Becky Knutson,
Sean & Jennifer Vicente, Fred & Emily Weitz, Chris & Jan Welp, Steve & Michele Whitty, 4 Anonymous

Emily & Cory Abbas, Mike & Katie Abbott, Kerry & Denise Adaway, Dr. Aneesa Afroze & Meraj Mohammed, Dennis & Susan Albaugh, McKenzie Allely,
Melinda Antisdel, John & Susan Aschenbrenner, Dave & Ann Ashton, Erik & Angie Askelsen, David & Laura Attaway, BJ & Tiffany Baker, Bruce & Kelli Baker,
Wendy & David Batchelder, Dr. Barbara Beatty, Jason & Katie Belding, Ray & Carrie Bening, Kathryn & Thomas Bernau, Rob & Allison Best, Chuck & Janet Betts,
Anant & Anubha Bhalla, Candy Bidler Hurley & Brian Hurley, Curt Boelman, Jim & Marcia Borel, Jason Stone & Nataliya Boychenko Stone, Diane & Bill Boyd,
Quent & Inez Boyken, Jim Brannen, Sean, Britt & Brooks Brennan, Brad & Kristin Broberg, David & Susan Brown, Steve Bruere, Jamie & Gary Buelt,
Kristi & Bill Burma, Bob & Gloria Burnett, Teresa & David Button, Jay & Katie Byers, Paul & Kelly Cain, Barbara & Steven Cappaert, Joshua & Sweta Roy-Carson,
Amanda Carstens Steward & Eric Steward, Nola Cartmill, Joe & LaNae Ceryanec, Lori & John Chesser, Jim & Heidi Chico,
Susan Fitzsimmons & Jake Christensen, Jeff & Angela Clement, Scott & Jennifer Cochran, Franklin & Tracy Codel, Paul Conner, Mitch & Pat Corbett,
Chris & Breanne Costa, Mary & Peter Cownie, Thomas & Linda Cross, Blake & Amber Crow, John D. Currier Jr., Brenda & Greg Cushing, Katherine Daly,
Rob & Cheri Danna, Darcy Darrah & Chris Thoemke, Morgan & Tiffany Deal, Denari Family, Kimberly & Tony Dickinson, Tyler & Valerie Dingel,
Doug & Patty Dornacker, Jerry & Cary Douglas, Rob & Jenny Dowil, Ryan Downing & Sara Middleton, Hayward & Kathy Draper, Josh Dreyer & Ellen Lewis,
Easter Family Fund, Sam Eathington, Paul & Kellie Eddy, Chad & Melanie Ellsworth, Scott, Jodi, Nick & Hana Eltjes, Epright Family, Keith & Denise Erhard,
Ralph C. Eucher & Dr. Jean Noel Eucher, Todd & Teri Everett, Kevin Farley, Dr. Teri Wahlig & Mark Feldmann, Lori Fenton, Ryan & Amber Fick,
Christopher & Christine Fish, Peggy Fisher & Larry Stelter, Allison & Jim Fleming, John Fleurant, Rudy & Melissa Fors, Rod & Heidi Foster,
Todd Parker & Lisa Foxworthy-Parker, Pat & Pattie Fraizer, Chad & Deb Frazell, Susan Freed, Amy & Chris Friedrich, Jason & Natalie Frierott, Grant & Diane Friesth,
Daniel & Tina Smith Fritz, Nathan & Renee Geurkink, Nick & Jill Gifford, Marc Ginsberg & Caryn Leocha, Devon & Kathy Goetz, John & Alivia Golden,
Jerry & Marshall Grabau, Chris Grady, Allan & Gina Graham, Jill Greiner, Michele Griswell, Drs. Luke & Heather Groben, Del & Cindy Gustafson, Gerard Haberman,
Steven Hadley, PJ & Renee Hamlen, Mark & Melinda Hanrahan, Brian Hansen, Ron & Jennifer Hanson, Joe & Betsy Happe, Renee Hardman, Steve Harms,
Cory & Alison Harris, Chuck & Libby Hartlieb, Susan Hatten, Mark & Ginny Haviland, Deb & Paul Hayes, Eric & Debbie Henderson, John & Maureen Henderson,
Carol Hendrick & Jon Duvick, Mike & Ronda Hindman, Nick & Jill Hittner, Trudy Holman Hurd, Levon Hooks, Chuck & Tina Howell, Rusty Hubbell Family Fund,
Chris & Laura Ibach, Angela & James Jackson, Steve & Libby Jacobs, Martha James & Michael Myszewski, Scott & Natausha Jean, Linda & Michael Jennings,
Erica & Ryan Jensen, Randy & Beth Jensen, David Johnson & Martha Miller Johnson, Todd Jones, Anurag & Sunaina Joshi, Paula & Paul Juffer,
Natali Justiniano Pahl & Craig Pahl, Bruce & Susy Kelley, Ed & Sue Kenny, Tim & Monica Kirgan, Ken & Ashley Kleemeier, Marty & Debbie Klein,
Benjy & Allison Klostermann, Mike & Ellyn Knapp, Sean & Kelsey Knowles, Stephen & Kara Hoogensen, Dan & Kris Koster, Steve & Suzan Kozman, Rick Krause,
Daphne Kwon, Mike & Judy Lacy, Greg & Linda LaMair, Mike LaMair, Kent & Kay Larson, Meyer & Jen Lehman, Dan & Angie Leibfried, Galit & Itay Levinsky,
Brad Liggett, Jeff Lorenzen, Bill & Karla Lowe, Mark & Holly Lyons, J. Locke & Harriet S. Macomber Fund, LaRue & Bob Maddox III, Dr. Craig & Michelle Mahoney,
Brian & Andrea Mamola, Heidi Mason, Niki & Josh Mason, John & Jean Matovina, LaDonna Matthes, Tim & Jessica McCulloh, Ken & Linda McCullum,
Rachel & Ben McLean, Jeanie McPhail, Mell Meredith Frazier, Julie & Andy Middleswart, Deb & George Milligan, Rod Mims Family, Michael Mock &, Chad Kennelly,
Alejandro & Karen Munoz, Chris & Liz Nelson, Sandy Nelson, Brian Ness, Bill & Pauline Niebur, Douglas Niemann, Bill Noth, Judd & Jeanne O'Connor, Gary &
Ginger Palmer, Brian Pattinson & Janet Petersen, Melissa & Sean Pelletier, Mr. Michael & Dr. Kristy Perrin, Dr. Cory & Janell Pittman, Joel & Kristine Pitz, Adam &
Laurie Politzer, Steve & Melissa Pope, Drew Porter, Nancy & Paul Post, Christ Naumann & Elizabeth Presutti, Ashley & Justin Quint, Rich & Cindy Raabe,
Roger & Karla Radda, Jeff & Sarah Rader, Rafferty Family, Phil & Andrea Randall, Kurt & Lynette Rasmussen, Jay & Jillian Reavis, Mike & Kristi Reck,
Linda & Srinivas Reddy, Jack & Cynthia Rehm, Doug & Debbie Reichardt, Tim & Karen Rieck, Scot & Lisa Riedl, Matt & Erin Riezman, Chris & Mary Risewick,
Bob & Mary Ritz, Kimberly Roberts, Darin & Roxi Roggenburg, Jeff & Tracey Rommel, Doug & Susan Roozeboom, Estate of Joseph F. Rosenﬁeld,
Teri & Todd Ross, Randall & Trish Rubin, Kelly & Mary Rush, Mustafa Sagun, Scott Samuelson, Angie & Brian Sanders, Elisabeth & Shane Sandersfeld,
Kevin & Katherine Saunders, John Schmidt & Deb Wiley, Brad & Tina Schoenfelder, Mike Schreurs, Jaey & Brenda Sedlacek, Don & Helen Seibel,
Jay & Ann Seiboldt, Steve & Julia Shaffer, Travis & Jen Sheets, Matthew & Emily Moore Smalley, Mondale & Lucreia Smith, Jessica Snyder,
Matt & Julie Sokolowski, James Spooner & Judy Quick, Anne & Bart Starr, W. Scott & Jodie Stephens, Tom & Tarra Stewart, Estate of John & Lilyan Stoddard,
Pete & Sandy Stokley, Amy & Shawn Swaner, Tom & Julie Swank, Larry & Julie Taylor, Bill Tiffany, Jeff Stange & Kathleen Till Stange,
Amy Tincher-Durik & Jacob Durik, Rick & Holly Tiwald, Mike & Vickie Tousley, Andrew Traeger, Srinivasa Uppalapati, Georgia Van Gundy & Chad Kleppe,
Tamra & Nick VanAllen, Sarah & Scott VanBeck, Brent & Esther VanderWaal, Paul & Mary Vial, Maria & Dave Volante, Jon & Guyla Volkert, Marty & Suzanne Walsh,
Paul & Karen Waltz, Mel & Kathy Weatherwax, Sandy & Mike Wegner, Paul & Andrea Weinberg, Bill Wheeler, John & Lauren Wheeler, Brian & Sarah Wiese,
Bob & Gladys Wilkins, Kristina Williams & Jim Taibi, Matt & Jenn Willis, Andy & Stephanie Wilson, Benjamin & Amanda Wilson, Mike & Pam Wilson, Connie Wimer,
Clarice & Rich Wireman, Mike & Beth Wiskirchen, Angela & Jonathan Wright, Lisa & Dan Wylam, Brandon & Amanda Young, Chris & Karen Yuska,
Kevin & Jennifer Zaugg, The Zimmerman Family, 10 anonymous

United Way thanks Ryan Companies for
their generous support of the Tocqueville Society.
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Easterseals has nearly 2,000 devices in the assistive technology equipment library. Photo by Duane Tinkey

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
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Mindy Burr, director of the Achieving Independent Methods program and vocational services for Easterseals, said there are two primary
hesitancies she hears employers citing when it comes to employing more
workers with disabilities: They don’t have a lot of background knowledge
and are afraid of making a mistake, and they believe that accommodations would cost them a lot to provide.
“‘I’d rather not do it than mess up’ is what it really comes down to,”
Burr said about perceptions some employers have. “[We focus on] educating them and showing them the skills of people with disabilities who
have a range of capabilities.”
That education also extends to making employers more aware of
what providing accommodations actually looks like.
More than half (56%) of employment accommodations cost nothing
to implement, while the rest of accommodations have an average cost of
$500 or less, according to the most recent data from an ongoing national
employer survey conducted by the Job Accommodation Network. As far
as bottom lines are concerned, this cost is much lower than the expenses
that come with poor employee retention. Beyond that, providing accommodations and flexibility creates an inclusive environment that many
studies have shown aids in employee retention.
“Often businesses get very scared of the word ‘accommodation,’
[thinking] that means it’s going to be expensive. Do I want to take on this
risk? Because [they think] it’s going to cost [them] more money,” Burr said.
That’s where the assistive technology program comes in. If employers are concerned about providing an employee with an accommodation, when they don’t know whether it will even work or not, Easterseals can help employees try out assistive technology at no cost to
the employer. If it works, it makes the employer more likely to provide
it for the staff member.

“There’s just this misperception that technology is just so expensive,”
Keninger said. “And that a reasonable accommodation is just outrageous.
It can be – but it’s extremely rare.”
Easterseals works with both employers and employees when it comes
to making workplaces more accessible.
“So we help [clients] find that job that’s the right fit for them. And
then we help support them on the job,” Burr said.
Many accommodations are relatively easy to implement,
and opening the conversation may be the most difficult
part. Those requests might be things like:
•
Someone needing picture lists on supplies because written lists
are harder to see.
•
Someone needing a color-coded schedule.
•
Someone needing to be told directly that it’s time for a break because they have a hard time picking up on social cues.
•
Someone needing a stool to sit behind a cash register or counter
because long periods of standing are difficult.
The best part about creating more accessible workplaces? It’s often
better for more than just the person who requested an accommodation.
“Sometimes businesses really are like, ‘Actually, that is easier for everybody to follow. We’re just going to keep that for everybody,’” Burr said.
Keninger said that while there’s been some movement on disability
inclusion in all these areas of life, there’s still a long way to go.
“Sometimes your voice is able to be a catalyst,” she said. “What’s most
important is that we don’t stop talking about it. We don’t stop trying to
make a difference.” n
EMILY BARSKE is the editor of the Business Record.
E: emilybarske@bpcdm.com
P: (515) 661-6085

IOWA’S LEAD ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGY ACT ENTITY
Every U.S. state and territory receives federal Assistive Technology
Act funds, and each state’s governor appoints the implementing entity
for the federal efforts. Easterseals Iowa has served in that capacity
for the past four years. The University of Iowa’s Center for Disability
and Development is the fiscal agent because the federal government
requires funds to go through a public entity and not directly to
nonprofits. “Prior to us being the lead, you’re a subcontractor, which
means we provided a lot of the same services. But now we have the
ability to really have a direct linkage and connection,” Easterseals’ Tracy
Keninger said. “So before, we would refurbish the durable medical
equipment, but we weren’t really the lead to say, ‘Why are we getting
all these requests for power wheelchairs? Why has that changed?’
Well, now we can say something’s going on here. And we’ve found out
that these specialized chairs are being funded by insurance. So we can
kind of connect our direct service to what we see with challenges with
advocacy and legislation and try to be a catalyst for change.

EASTERSEALS IOWA
Easterseals Iowa’s mission is to provide independence,
hope and support. The organization provides services
to people with disabilities or special needs and their
families so they can have more equitable opportunities
to live, learn, work and play in their communities.
Learn more at www.easterseals.com/ia/.

2022 AWARD WINNERS

innovationENTREPRENEUR Award
Corteva Agriscience™ innovationLEADER Award
2022 WINNER

NANCY
MWIROTSI
Pursuit of Innovation 515
founder and executive director

Join us in honoring these award winners Monday, July 11 | 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Corteva Agriscience, 7000 NW 62nd Ave., Johnston, IA, 50131 | Register at innovationia.com/events
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CRE UPDATE

An architectural rendering of Pro Iowa Stadium, proposed at 200 S.W. 16th St., southwest of downtown Des Moines.
File rendering

DELAY IN STADIUM
DEVELOPMENT MEANS RELATED
KRAUSE GROUP PROJECTS ALSO
WILL BE POSTPONED
‘This is a complex project that takes a long time,’ Des Moines official says
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BY KATHY A. BOLTEN
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The one-year delay in opening Pro Iowa Stadium and Global Plaza
also means other related Krause Group projects will likely be completed at dates later than originally planned, people associated with the
project said.
The delay, announced last week, is not expected to affect progress of
developments east of the proposed stadium complex, Matt Anderson,
Des Moines’ deputy city manager, said.
Hubbell Realty Co. and Sherman Associates are developing a large
area south of Martin Luther King Jr. Parkway and east of Southwest 14th
Street. Development is continuing in that area, which includes residential and commercial projects, Anderson said.
“The key for Hubbell has already been taken care of, and that was getting
Dico down and getting that eyesore out of there,” Anderson said. “They’re

already working on plans to continue marching toward the west, and so
whether the stadium is done in ’24, ’25 or ’26 doesn’t impact Hubbell.
“Obviously, everyone would like to see the stadium done sooner rather than later, but the real impediment to [Hubbell] … was Dico.”
The 43-acre site at 200 S.W. 16th St. had been occupied by manufacturer Dico Inc. The site was placed on the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Superfund list in 1983 and sat unused for more than 25 years as
the property’s former owner fought the federal government on cleanup
costs and other issues. An agreement was reached in fall 2020, and in
2021 the site was cleaned, a process that included removal of abandoned
buildings, above-ground tanks and other debris.
Krause Group, through its development arm Krause+, plans to build
a 6,300-seat multiuse outdoor stadium on the site. The stadium would be

KATHY A. BOLTEN is a senior staff writer at Business Record. She covers real
estate & development, law & government and retail.
E: kathybolten@bpcdm.com
P: (515) 661-6083

THIS IS A
COMPLEX
PROJECT
THAT TAKES
A LONG TIME.
EVERYTHING
IS MOVING
FORWARD.
MATT ANDERSON
deputy city manager, city of Des Moines

Software Developer Advisor:
Req. MS +3 yrs.or Bach + 5 yrs.;
(or frgn. equiv.) UsePL/SQL
& data model skills to design,
dvlp,mod systems & appl. s/w for
use w/Medicare/Medicaiddata
warehouse. May telecom from w/in
U.S. General Dynamics Information
Technology,Inc., W. Des Moines,
IA. F/T. Apply athttps://www.
gdit.com/careers/job/cca80f735/
software-developer-advisor/&
reference RQ119378. No calls.
EOE. Visa sponsor not offered
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used by a USL Championship soccer team and would also host other events including concerts, trade fairs and other sporting events.
The stadium and Global Plaza, expected to be large enough to host cultural
and community events, are the centerpiece of an estimated $550 million redevelopment plan that includes the area south of MLK Parkway and an area north of
Ingersoll Avenue between 15th and 18th Streets.
Krause+ partnered with the city of Des Moines to request funding through the
Iowa Reinvestment Act. Last June, the Iowa Economic Development Authority gave
preliminary approval to providing up to $23.5 million in state hotel/motel and sales tax
revenue to the $550 million redevelopment project. The board has until July 1, 2025,
to provide final approval and award the funding, according to an IEDA spokesperson.
Construction of the stadium and Global Plaza, with development costs estimated at about $95 million, was expected to start this summer and be completed
by spring 2024. Backers of the project recently announced the stadium and plaza
would open in spring 2025.
“As we reevaluated the construction timeline — factoring in supply chain and
cost challenges, remediation of the DICO site and conversations with vendors —
we determined that a 2025 opening date is more reasonable,” Charley Campbell,
Iowa Soccer Development Foundation secretary, said in a prepared statement.
“This gives us the best possible chance for the team to play a full season.”
The Iowa Soccer Development Foundation is the fundraising arm of the initiative to bring professional soccer to Des Moines.
The delay means the start of construction of a proposed stadium hotel and
nearby entertainment center will also be postponed, Nate Easter, director of commercial development for Krause+, wrote in an email. “We believe it is the best interest of [the projects] to align with the stadium timeline.”
A Kum & Go convenience store proposed on the southwest corner of MLK Parkway and Southwest 16th Street could still open sometime in 2023 but a final decision
hasn’t yet been made, Easter wrote. (Krause Group owns the Kum & Go chain.)
“Given the complexity and the realities of any development in today’s environment, coupled with Midwest weather, it’s not unusual to see projects of this magnitude delayed to accommodate challenges like increases in various material costs,”
Claire Brehmer, senior communications specialist for Hubbell Realty Co., wrote in
an email. “All developers are experiencing these types of decisions to some scale – it
boils down to how well each has prepared to combat these headwinds in advance.”
Anderson said he’s not concerned that the proposed stadium project could take
even longer to complete than is now being proposed.
“This is a complex project that takes a long time,” he said. “Everything is moving forward … and grading could begin in the fall. It’s not like you’re an entire year
behind on construction but winter is going to impact what you can do, which impacts your ability to get a first kickoff in 2024.”
Anderson said the city is proceeding with planned street improvements in the
area as well as the installation of sewer and water lines. “We’re moving forward
with some of those improvements, so it doesn’t impact our work at all.”
In addition, Anderson said the city is talking with Minneapolis-based Sherman
Associates about possible developments on the nearly 11 acres the group owns at
1350 Martin Luther King Jr. Parkway. “They don’t seem to have any concerns over
the stadium being delayed a year at all,” he said.
Sherman Associates recently completed construction of a three-story office
building at 220 S.W. Ninth St. and is developing a senior living apartment complex
at Southwest 11th and Tuttle streets.
Hubbell is developing Gray’s Station, a $250 million urban community that
includes apartments, townhouses and single-family houses. The 75-acre development is south of MLK Parkway and west of Southwest 11th Street. n
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SUZANNA
DE BACA
President and CEO,
Business Publications Corporation

ON LEADERSHIP

Leading your team through financial disruption
I recently overheard a young professional bemoaning the “shockingly high” 4.5%
rate he’d just locked in for his new mortgage. After assuring him that this rate is still very
low historically, it struck me that he was probably not alone in his perception; an entire
generation of emerging leaders has been operating in an environment of low rates, rising
markets and overall economic prosperity. But that environment has changed.
For leaders seeking to navigate today’s business challenges, helping those unaccustomed to managing organizations through financial disruption will be critical, and will
require a mindset shift.
The war in Ukraine is just the latest in a series of disruptions – including the pandemic and various economic and geopolitical crises – that have affected the current economic landscape. The consequences of the war, ranging from sanctions to commodity
and energy shortages, price increases, more supply chain interruptions, and changes in
consumer sentiment, have further transformed our business climate.
The financial disruption we are experiencing and will undoubtedly be facing for some
time will affect businesses and consumers in new ways. Just as consumers will need to manage rising rates and inflation, leaders will have to navigate through increased challenges
and continued financial disruption, and that will take new ways of working and thinking.
“In times of disruption, management alone will not suffice: executives need to provide leadership,” says a graphic with a recent EY report called “The CEO Imperative:
Through relentless disruption, how can you stay the course?” This report asserts that recurring disruption requires increased resiliency, the ability to deal with rising costs and
new or heightened threats, a focus on sustainability and culture, and flexible business
models. Leading versus managing will entail problem solving on multiple levels in order
to weather economic shocks.
Similarly, a recent article in the Harvard Business Review called “The Future Is Uncertain. Here’s How to Ensure Your Team Can Adapt” also underscores the need for a new
type of leadership. Authors Keith Ferrazzi and Kian Gohar cite research conducted for
their new book, “Competing in the New World of Work,” which revealed that leaders
who achieved the best results through the pandemic did more than react to their changing conditions. The best teams transformed their ways of working through what Ferrazzi
and Gohar call “radical adaptability”; these leaders went beyond mere coping with the
crisis and used the pandemic to reevaluate and reinvent their work processes and positioned themselves to manage unpredictable change in the future.
What does this mean to you as a leader or director? Thinking and acting differently
as a leader can be difficult, but will be essential in order to prepare your teams, especially
those for whom this magnitude of financial disruption is new.

Here are some ways leaders can lead through financial disruption and
position organizations for success:
• Build resilience at all levels of the organization. While much of the
current disruption may be new to your teams, the last two years have provided
valuable experience in dealing with change. Draw on past adaptability and success to demonstrate your team’s strength and ability to respond quickly to disruption. Provide resources to support your team’s wellness and be a role model
for healthy behaviors from the top down.
• Examine and strengthen every area of your business: In times of
challenge, every area of the organization must function well for the whole to
perform. Audit your entire business with an eye toward rising costs, threats and
risks; shore up the areas that need attention now to protect against future disruption. Invest in people and culture to ensure you have a strong and healthy
workforce and workplace that are able to withstand challenges.
• Prepare for more complex decision-making. Educate your teams on
the confluence of considerations needed to make financial decisions in a volatile
economic climate. Be ready to take into account not just market forces, but also
geopolitical, social, ecological factors and values considerations; all these influence and affect performance.
• Provide historical context. For younger leaders or those who have not
led through disruption, the plethora and rate of current challenges can seem
overwhelming. Educate your teams on historical data and patterns including interest rates, market behaviors, economic disruption during wartime, and other
factors that affect business. Provide examples of difficult economic periods in
the past, and show how organizations weathered those storms, or even found
opportunities to grow.
• Develop agile practices. Consider creating more fluid business models, operational structures and leadership constructs to ensure maximum flexibility.
The more open and accustomed you and your team are to change, the easier it
will be to lead through disruption and to position your organization for success.
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TEAM ARE TO CHANGE, THE EASIER IT WILL BE TO
LEAD THROUGH DISRUPTION AND TO POSITION YOUR
ORGANIZATION FOR SUCCESS.

Be more. Fear less.

FEARLESS FOCUS

CONFIDENCE

A Business Record Initiative

Join us on June 22, 2022 | 12 - 1 PM
VIRTUAL EVENT | Register at fearlessbr.com/events

HOW TO EMPOWER OURSELVES AND WOMEN WE KNOW TO SUCCEED
IN WORK AND LIFE
From imposter syndrome to harmful effects of social media to social norms we learn as kids, women
may be on a continuous journey to improving their confidence. Confidence can come in many
forms – confidence in our bodies, confidence in our intellectual abilities, confidence in our ability to
try something new, confidence in pursuing our goals – and they all affect one another. Confidence
plays a role in whether we speak up when our voice isn’t being heard, whether we negotiate our
salaries and whether we do something that’s outside our comfort zone. In this conversation, our
speakers will talk about how we can empower ourselves or women we know in finding confidence
in themselves as they work toward professional and personal goals. You’ll leave feeling energized
with a better understanding of why confidence can at times be hard and strategies to inspire us to
find ourselves worthy and in turn help others see that they are enough, too.
PANELISTS
Cheltzie Miller-Bailey, assistant director, Center for LGBTQIA+ Student Success, Iowa State University
Cyndi Nelson, owner, Hawks Coffee Shop and Gypsy Soul Boutique in Sergeant Bluff
Beth Shelton, CEO, Girl Scouts of Greater Iowa
Gilmara Vila Nova Mitchell, director of diversity, equity and inclusion, IMT Insurance

AMPLIFIER SPONSORS
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Keep up with all things Fearless and sign up free weekly enewsletter where we provide news and views for
women who want to succeed in work and in life. Sign up for the enewsletter at businessrecord.com/fearless.
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THE ELBERT FILES

What to do about guns?

DAVE ELBERT
• Business Record columnist
• Email: daveelbert@bpcdm.com
• Phone: (515) 988-3787
© 2022 Business Record

Science magazine debunked a common gun violence
myth a couple of weeks ago when it editorialized immediately after the Uvalde, Texas, massacre of 19 elementary students
and two teachers.
Mental health isn’t the problem, the magazine said, because other countries with similar mental health issues rarely
experience mass shootings.
“It’s access to guns that is the problem,” the editorial declared. (The 18-year-old gunman had legally purchased two assault rifles days before walking into Robb Elementary School
and opening fire.)
A growing number of business executives are reaching
similar conclusions, including Kum & Go Chief Executive
Tanner Krause.
“Guns are easier to buy in this country than beer, cigarettes
or an automobile,” Krause wrote in a June 6 Des Moines Register
opinion piece, in which he explained that a gunman had killed a
Kum and Go employee in Springfield, Mo., two years ago.
In recent weeks, there has been a flood of gun violence.
Victims include two women killed outside an Ames church on
June 2.
“More guns is not the answer,” Krause wrote.
He’s right. No other country has mass shootings like we
have in the United States.
The United Kingdom is a good example. After a single gunman with an automatic handgun killed 16 students and one

teacher at Dunblane Primary School near Stirling, Scotland, in
1996, the entire country came together and passed stiff gun laws.
Conservative Prime Minister John Majors won passage of
a law banning possession of “high caliber” handguns, and his
successor, Labour Prime Minister Tony Blair widened the ban.
Firearm regulation in the United Kingdom didn’t just happen. It has a history that began with the Pistols Act of 1903,
which required licenses for gun owners. As a result, today civilian ownership of virtually all firearms, including stun guns and
pepper spray weapons, are prohibited in England and Scotland.
But the truth is we don’t need to look beyond our own borders to find evidence that firearm restrictions save lives. Our
own Federal Assault Weapons Ban of 1994 was a 10-year ban
on the manufacture for civilian use of certain semi-automatic
firearms, as well as large-capacity ammunition magazines.
But when it came time to renew the ban in 2004, Congress,
burdened with significant gun lobby contributions, refused.
They claimed the ban had little impact on gun violence in
the United States, which was only partially true because there
were so many other legal firearms available for people seeking
to do damage.
But once the ban was lifted, there was a huge spike in mass
shootings. A 2019 study published in the Journal of Trauma
and Acute Care Surgery found that “mass shooting fatalities
were 70 percent less likely to occur during the federal ban period” than during the 13 years before or 13 years after the ban.

But, you ask, how do we fix the problem?
We start by changing the culture, by hammering away at
all of the wrong-minded gun protection laws put in place in
recent decades.
But what about the Second Amendment, you say. Doesn’t
the Second Amendment give practically everyone the right to
own and carry firearms?
According to the U.S. Supreme Court, it does.
But it doesn’t have to be that way.
Here’s how Science magazine answered the Second
Amendment question:
“A lot of things have changed since 1789, and there are
many times when the American people have concluded that
rights granted at the nation’s founding could not be reconciled
with modern conditions and knowledge.”
For example, the article noted, “It was decided that owning
other human beings was not consistent with the founding principles of America. It was decided that prohibiting women from
voting was not consistent with representative democracy.
“And now it needs to be decided that unfettered gun ownership by American citizens is not consistent with a flourishing country where people can worship, shop and be educated
without fear.”
The alternative, it said, is unthinkable:
“A nation of children threatened by gun violence does not
have a future.” n

JOIN OUR CHAMPIONS
OF INNOVATION

LAUNCH PARTY JULY 11, 2022
7000 NW 62nd Ave, Johnston, IA | 5:00-7:00 p.m.
Registration is required. Register for free at www.innovationia.com
5 – 7 p.m. | Network with CEOs and top stakeholders in Iowa
Food and beverages provided; share your excitement with
#innovationIOWA
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6 p.m. | Awards program and magazine unveiling
TM
Presentation of the Corteva Agriscience innovationLEADER
Award and innovationENTREPRENEUR Award
PRESENTING SPONSOR

SUPPORTING SPONSORS

PRESENTING

SPONSOR
SUPPORTING

Austin Mac Nab
Richard Marsolais
Michael McDonald
Luke Mohrhauser

SPONSOR

Joe Murphy
Ashley Parrish
PRESENTED BY

SPONSORED BY

David Spalding
Sandi Tibbetts
Murphy

Randy Pelham
Jolene Peters
Robert Riley
Abbie Sawyer

POLK COUNTY PUBLICATION BILL LIST
TO BE PAID 6-7-2022
––––––
VENDOR
AMOUNT
REASON: CAPITAL OUTLAYS
APPLIED CONCEPTS INC
$2,440.00 1
BUSINESS FURNITURE WAREHOUSE $1,659.45 1
FS.COM INC
$13,348.00 1
GALL’S INC.
$997.86 1
GRAFF EXCAVATING INC
$1,730.57 1
GRIMES ASPHALT & PAVING CORP. $161,699.21 1
KARL CHEVROLET, INC.
$44,090.54 2
KONICA MINOLTA
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS USA
$9,288.00 1
PIGOTT, INC.
$2,111.69 1
RALPH N. SMITH INC
$7,358.00 1
UNITED CONTRACTORS INC
$2,134.00 1
WELLS FARGO BANK (CREDIT CARD) $1,449.33 1
WENTHOLD EXCAVATING LLC $196,949.73 1
REASON: CHGS FOR SVCS: NON-STAT.FEES
JAECK, KEN
$25.00 1
REASON: HUMAN SRVS PROV CHGS
1260 - 34TH STREET LLC
$1,500.00 1
615 PARK LLC
$430.00 1
AB HOME IMPROVEMENT LLC
$14,517.91 3
ALFAS PROPERTIES LLC
$545.00 1
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS APTS LLC
$818.69 1
BEACON OF LIFE
$420.00 1
BEST HEATING COOLING
ELECTRIC INC
$9,595.00 3
CEDARBROOKE PLACE APTS I LLLP $1,500.00 1
CENTRAL IOWA
JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER $25,924.00 10
CENTRAL IOWA
SHELTER & SERVICES INC
$16,750.00 1
CHAPEL RIDGE WEST II LTD
PARTNERSHIP
$533.00 1
CHILDREN & FAMILIES OF IOWA $35,233.33 1
CW CONSTRUCTION
$422.78 1
DEER RIDGE 5 APARTMENTS
$628.00 1
DEER RIDGE II APARTMENTS
$76.00 1
DES MOINES WATER WORKS
$426.18 1
DWB CONSTRUCTION LLC
$7,502.50 4
EPC LLC
$762.00 1
FAMILY DISCOUNT
$1,800.00 9
FAREWAY GROCERY STORES INC #900 $490.92 5
FEXSTEVE LIMITED COMPANY
$400.00 2
FOUR OAKS FAMILY AND
CHILDREN’S SERVICES
$3,405.45 1
FREESTORE
$350.00 4
GISLER, MARY
$1,000.00 1
HAMPTON MEADOWS (THE)
$827.75 1
HY-VEE FOOD STORE #01138
$489.15 2
HY-VEE FOOD STORE #01895
$743.01 6
HY-VEE FOOD STORE #01155
$50.00 1
HY-VEE FOOD STORE #1023
$346.17 2
HYGIENIC LABORATORY, ACCTS REC $396.00 1
ILES FUNERAL HOMES, INC.
$775.00 1
LANSINK PROPERTIES
$1,300.00 1
LINCOLN RIDGE ESTATES LLC
$925.00 1
LIVING DES MOINES LLC
$700.00 1
LUTHERAN SERVICES IN IOWA
$3,918.60 5
MIDAMERICAN ENERGY (GA’S ONLY) $2,268.46 7
MLG/PF WEST GLEN INVESTMENT LLC $430.00 1
MP PROPERTY MGMT LLC
$430.00 1
MR FREEZE HTG & A/C
$250.00 1
NATIONAL BISCUIT FLATTS LLC
$430.00 1
NUVISION HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT INC
$78.39 1
OAKVIEW TERRACE LP
$731.33 1
PARKSIDE EAST APTS IV LP
$399.00 1
PIONEER WOODS LLC
$533.00 1
REGENCY MANOR
MOBILE HOME PARK
$470.64 1
RIVERHILLS APARTMENT #2, L.P.
$1,372.00 3
ROOSE, JASON
$650.00 1
SA METRO LOFTS LP
$430.00 1
SFI LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 39
$200.00 1
SINK PAPER COMPANY
$34.50 1
SOBER FOX LLC
$1,290.00 3
SOUTHERN HORIZON LLC
$762.00 1
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL
$200.00 1
SUNSET, LLC
$770.00 1
SWI JUVENILE EMERGENCY SERVICES $1,000.00 1
TAPCO LC
$1,500.00 1
TRANS IOWA, L.C.
$38.00 1
TWO BY TWO LLC
$384.00 1
VAN VEN GLOBAL LLC
$286.60 2
VISUALHOUSE HOLDINGS LLC
$451.00 1
WELLS FARGO BANK (CREDIT CARD)
$4.76 1
WELLS FARGO HOME MORTGAGE
$518.01 1
WESTPOINTE APARTMENTS
$200.00 1
YOUTH HOMES OF MID-AMERICA $16,327.50 1
REASON: MENTAL HEALTH SVCS
ABBE CTR FOR COMMUNITY
MENTAL HLTH
$11,661.90 1
BROADLAWNS MEDICAL CENTER $26,840.00 1
CANDEO
$50,736.00 1
COMMUNITY SUPPORT
ADVOCATES
$186,776.00 1
CONNECT AMERICA/MEDICAL ALERT $36.73 1
COOPER, GOEDICKE,
REIMER, & SPARKS P.C.
$125.40 1

CREST SERVICES
$24,735.00 1
DECISIONS FOR LIFE
$5,000.00 2
EASTER SEAL SOCIETY OF IOWA $309,554.00 1
EYERLY-BALL
COMMUNITY MENTAL
$200,187.96 5
GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF DM $100,675.00 1
HOPE INC
$102,107.16 4
INTREDIUM
$20,452.50 1
LINK ASSOCIATES
$232,794.00 1
LUTHERAN SERVICES IN IOWA
$124.93 1
MAINSTREAM LIVING INC
$97,000.00 1
MOSAIC
$14,539.50 1
OPTIMAE LIFE SERVICES
$22,872.00 1
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE INC
$7,804.00 2
REASON: MISCELLANEOUS
ALTOONA FIRE DEPARTMENT
$9,507.94 1
ANKENY AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY $5,000.00 1
ANKENY ART CENTER
$5,000.00 1
ANKENY COMMUNITY CHORUS
$2,000.00 1
ANKENY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION $3,000.00 1
ANKENY POLICE DEPT
$9,400.00 1
CAN DO CANCER
$5,000.00 5
CHILDREN’S CANCER CONNECTION $3,000.00 5
CITY OF BONDURANT
$5,000.00 1
CIVIC MUSIC ASSOCIATION OF DSM $7,000.00 4
DES MOINES
COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE
$10,000.00 5
DRAKE NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSOCIATION
$5,000.00 1
GREATER DES MOINES
MUSIC COALITION
$10,000.00 5
IOWA LATINO COMM CENTER
$6,000.00 5
NEW HORIZONS ADULT DAY CARE $5,000.00 1
OPTIMIST CLUB OF ANKENY
$1,000.00 1
ROOF TOPPER CONSTRUCTION
$14,007.00 1
SOUTHEAST POLK
COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT $7,395.00 1
REASON: OTH SVCS & CHGS
AASENG, EVAN
$10.53 1
ACCURATE ANALYTICAL TESTING LLC $107.50 2
ACKERMAN, MELANIE L
$82.68 2
AHLERS & COONEY, P.C.
$4,217.50 1
AIGNER DAVIS, NOLA R.
$69.99 1
ALDRIDGE, KRISTI
$106.00 1
ALLIANT ENERGY
$38.89 1
AMERICAN ABSTRACT & TITLE CO $1,200.00 3
AMERICAN MARKING, INC.
$2,015.00 3
ATCHISON CONSULTING SERVICE $10,000.00 1
BAKER ELECTRIC, INC.
$2,994.38 1
BANK OF AMERICA
MERCHANT SERVICES
$162.06 1
BARRETT, REES EARL
$95.69 2
BELL, TRAVIS J
$165.00 2
BELLERJEAU, LINDSAY N.
$69.95 1
BEST PORTABLE TOILETS
$222.60 1
BETHEL AME CHURCH
$500.00 1
BLACK BOX NETWORK SERVICES
$148.12 1
BLACK HILLS ENERGY
$141.82 1
BLOCKER, JEFF (FEC)
$129.87 1
BOLDT, KRISTEN
$303.60 2
BORMANN, KAYLA
$44.00 1
BOUNMA, KARI D.
$42.12 1
BOYER & ABERNATHY LLC
$100.00 1
BRANSTAD & OLSON LAW PLLC
$1,907.40 4
BRAUN, TERRI
$98.00 1
BRAVO OF GREATER
DES MOINES INC
$29,290.71 1
BRETZ, JULI
$24.00 1
BROONER, ELIZABETH
$132.00 1
BRUNGARDT, JACQUELYN
$24.00 1
BUG MAN INC
$480.00 4
BURESH, NIKKI
$367.00 1
BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
$645.00 1
BY DEGREES FOUNDATION
$4,500.00 1
CANINE TACTICAL
$19,000.00 1
CAPITAL CITY PRIDE INC
$250.00 1
CAPITAL ONE
$17.35 1
CAPPELLE, JACOB M
$525.00 1
CARLITO’S WAY LLC
$4,185.00 1
CARR LAW FIRM PLC
$1,480.02 3
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
$4,150.00 1
CENTURY LINK
$21,902.92 4
CHRISTENSEN, KELSIE R.
$95.94 1
CHUCK & LARRY’S TRANSMISSIONS $4,345.58 1
CINTAS CORPORATION #22M
$122.80 4
CITY LAUNDERING COMPANY
$111.53 2
CITY OF DES MOINES
$5,949.80 8
CITY OF JOHNSTON
$27,228.25 1
COMMUNITY LAWYERS OF IOWA PLC $695.80 1
COMMUNITY YOUTH CONCEPTS
$4,500.00 1
CONFLUENCE INC
$15,875.00 1
COOPER, JENNIFER
$14.00 1
COX, MARY CLARE
$83.66 1
COX, MICHAEL
$400.00 1
CRABAR/GBF
$2,789.25 5
CUNNINGHAM & KELSO PLLC
$488.40 2
DEPT. OF INSPECTIONS & APPEALS
$750.00 5
DES MOINES AREA COMM. COLLEGE$28,643.61 1
DES MOINES AREA
REGIONAL TRANSIT AUTH
$4,166.67 1
DES MOINES SKYWALK ASSOCIATION $2,693.81 1
DES MOINES WATER WORKS
$52,229.30 26
DRAAYER, ADAM T.
$375.57 9

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO.
$18.00 1
ELITE GLASS & METAL LLC
$1,360.00 1
ENGELDINGER, MIRANDA
$34.00 1
ETHNIC MINORITIES OF BURMA
$4,500.00 1
EVERYSTEP
$4,500.00 1
FAREWAY GROCERY STORE #137
$58.13 1
FARMBOY, INC
$600.00 1
FBI-LEEDA INC
$6,255.00 9
FIRST CHOICE DISTRIBUTING
$70.20 1
FISH WINDOW CLEANING
$242.00 1
FOR SURE ROOFING & SHEET METAL$1,312.96 1
FORENSIC CONSULTING LLC
$508.00 1
FREMONT COUNTY
SHERIFF’S OFFICE
$11,300.00 1
GALL’S INC.
$270.25 2
GENERAL FIRE & SAFETY EQUIP.
$1,294.00 7
GILMORE, TAMMY (VICTIM SVCS)
$133.97 1
GIRLS CATERING INC (THE)
$844.98 1
GRAINGER
$19.44 1
GREATER DM CONVENTION &
VISITORS BUREAU
$29,290.71 1
GREATHOUSE, BROOKE
$273.00 1
HAMAN, CHRISTOPHER J
$49.84 1
HAMMERS, WESLEY J
$292.11 7
HANIFEN CO INC
$307.35 1
HANSEN, ERIN R.
$242.19 1
HARRISON & DIETZ-KILEN
$765.60 1
HOLM, LORI M.
$825.00 1
HONNOLD, HOLLY D
$41.73 1
HUBBARTT, JASON L
$83.07 1
HUTCHISON, ROBERT
$250.00 1
IOWA COALITION
AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE $4,500.00 1
IOWA DIVISION OF LABOR SERVICES $160.00 1
IOWA REGIONAL UTILITIES
ASSOCIATION
$401.60 3
IOWA STORM WATER
EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP
$2,045.00 2
J PETTIECORD, INC
$81,650.00 3
JASPER COUNTY SHERIFF OFFICE $13,365.00 1
JDJ LAW FIRM PLLC
$1,663.20 1
JENSEN, STEPHANIE
$228.00 1
JEO CONSULTING GROUP INC
$270.00 1
KELLY, DENNIS
$120.00 1
KIBBY, ELIZABETH A.
$60.84 1
KOCH OFFICE GROUP
$190.00 2
KOOIKER, LANE R
$230.00 1
KOREAN AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF IOWA
$4,500.00 1
LAPPE, KRISTY
$148.00 1
LARSON, KATELYN M
$120.00 1
LEWIS, DONALD J
$48.87 1
LITTLE ICANDY
$2,000.00 1
LONEY, SANDRA L.
$80.73 1
LUTHERAN SERVICES IN IOWA
$7,500.00 1
MAAK, TRAVIS J
$208.65 5
MAIL SERVICES, LLC
$28,615.38 1
MATIJEVICH, MAGGIE
$36.00 1
MAUK, MATTHEW D
$400.00 1
MAURO, JILL A.
$41.73 1
MAWDSLEY HOME
IMPROVEMENT LLC
$2,920.00 1
MC CROREY, SAM (ELDERLY SVCS) $160.29 1
MEDSHRED
$1,400.00 1
MENTOR IOWA
$4,500.00 1
METRO WASTE AUTHORITY
$35,823.01 1
MIDAMERICAN ENERGY
$80,656.23 2
MIDLAND POWER COOPERATIVE
$71.77 1
MILLER, ZIMMERMAN & EVANS PLC$1,145.80 2
MORANO, LORNA
$93.02 1
MORRELL, KATIE
$88.00 1
NATIONAL ALLIANCE ON
MENTAL ILLNESS IOWA
$1,000.00 1
NAVIGATE WELLBEING SOLUTIONS $3,248.00 1
NEREM, RANAE I.
$40.95 1
OAKRIDGE NEIGHBORHOOD
$4,500.00 1
ORCHARD PLACE
$4,500.00 1
PAULEY, ANDI E
$202.76 1
PELZER, MIKAYLA
$62.00 1
PENSKE TRUCK LEASING
$502.44 1
PERKINS, GAIL
$28.00 1
PION, CURTIS (SHERIFF)
$946.95 1
PORTER, APRIL
$4.68 1
PRESTON, DIANE
$112.00 1
PTS OF AMERICA, LLC
$2,392.50 1
QUALTRICS LLC
$183,250.00 1
RACOM CORPORATION
$12,828.07 3
REIMER MEDIATION &
LAW FIRM PLLC
$2,369.40 1
REYNOLDS, BRIANNA
$206.00 1
RICHARD, SUSANA
$48.00 1
RINGSTAD, MATTHEW A.
$61.43 1
RMC CONSULTING & ADVISORY GROUP$112.00 1
ROOKER, JESSICA
$36.00 1
ROSENBERG, SARA E.
$32.09 1
RYDER TRANSPORTATION SERVICES$1,424.13 1
SBS SERVICES GROUP LLC
$2,987.00 2
SCHEIDECKER, ALEXX
$64.00 1
SCHNEIDER GRAPHICS, INC
$190.00 1
SHREDDER (THE)
$1,639.50 1
SMITH’S SEWER SERVICES, INC.
$660.00 3
SN LLC
$4,488.00 1
SNYDER & ASSOCIATES INC.
$3,614.50 1

SPLASHLIGHT
$21.73 1
SPRINGER PEST SOLUTIONS INC
$254.10 1
STEPHEN ALLISON LAW PLLC
$1,313.40 1
STIVERS FORD
$208.62 1
STODGEL, PAULETTE A.
$32.08 2
STONER, CHRISTIE
$111.00 1
STRAUB MARKETING
$613.48 1
STREET COLLECTIVE
$3,200.00 1
SULENTIC, KAILYN
$41.73 1
SUMMY, ALEXANDRA
$20.00 1
SUSAN FRYE & ASSOCIATES INC
$935.85 2
TAKEKAWA & GREEN PLLC
$567.60 4
TRANS IOWA, L.C.
$2,080.80 1
TRUITT, KARRIE
$314.70 1
VAN METER INDUSTRIAL INC
$19.29 1
VANVACTER, CALEB R
$100.00 1
VERIZON WIRELESS
$3,323.13 2
VOOGT, DANIEL C.
$41.34 1
WAGNER, LINDA R.
$18.14 1
WALDINGER CORPORATION
$11,688.21 3
WALK, LINDA
$162.00 1
WASTE SOLUTIONS OF IOWA
$471.32 2
WELLS FARGO BANK (CREDIT CARD) $35,245.15 1
WELLS, CHYRON
$66.11 1
WEST, DANA L.
$20.49 1
WILKIE HOUSE INC.
$4,500.00 1
WINDSTREAM
$1,900.05 2
WIRTZ, LAURIE
$22.82 1
YOUNG WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER $4,500.00 1
ZEBEDEE, MATTHEW J
$525.00 1
ZOOM VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS, INC $739.77 1
REASON: PERSONAL SERVICES
BALLARD, TYLER J.
$287.54 1
BARNHOUSE, ANGELA L.
$653.57 3
DUDA, BRET T.
$991.99 1
IOWA ORTHOPEDIC CENTER,PC
$3,212.00 1
KRIENER, CONNIE J.
$143.14 1
NEMMERS, PATSY
$618.53 1
PRUDEN, ANTHONY B.
$1,003.14 1
RAMSEY, ROBERT R.
$759.30 1
SCHNEIDER, KEVIN (SHERIFF’S OFFICE) $1,673.00 1
REASON: SUPPLIES
ACME TOOLS/PUCKETT
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
$582.26 1
ADVENTURE LIGHTING
$54.92 1
AGRI DRAIN CORP
$384.03 1
AIGNER DAVIS, NOLA R.
$44.02 1
AIRGAS USA LLC
$257.44 1
ALL MAKES EQUIPMENT CO
OF DES MOINES
$7,224.67 1
AMERICAN MARKING, INC.
$46.80 1
ARDICK EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.$658.00 1
BOLTON & HAY, INC.
$280.68 2
BREWER WHOLESALE MEATS INC. $4,983.02 1
CANINE TACTICAL
$4,000.00 1
CAPITAL ONE
$313.33 2
CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO.INC$1,347.84 2
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS
$1,488.25 15
CENTRAL IOWA DISTRIBUTING INC $1,712.00 1
CESSFORD CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
$5,254.01 4
CHARLES GABUS FORD
$826.39 3
CINTAS CORPORATION
$1,049.70 7
CITY SUPPLY CORP
$143.02 1
COLEMAN MOORE COMPANY
$1,980.00 1
COMMONWEALTH
ELECTRIC COMPANY
$8,059.69 1
CONTECH ENGINEERED
SOLUTIONS INC
$7,900.20 1
CONTROLLED ACCESS OF
THE MIDWEST
$1,497.00 1
COPY SYSTEMS, INC
$124.32 1
CXTEC, INC
$758.00 1
DENNIS SUPPLY CO
$124.63 1
DES MOINES LOCK SERVICE
$27.50 1
DIAMOND VOGEL PAINT
$193.35 1
EASTERN IOWA TIRE
$889.46 2
ECOLAB
$1,370.47 2
FIELDS, KESHIA R
$129.85 7
FIRST CHOICE DISTRIBUTING
$37.27 3
GALL’S INC.
$194.98 4
GATR OF DES MOINES, INC
$390.00 1
GENERAL FIRE & SAFETY EQUIP.
$10.50 1
GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT $1,172.80 1
GOLDEN VALLEY HARDSCAPES LLC $4,037.40 2
GOODSOURCE SOLUTIONS
$8,415.00 2
GRAINGER
$331.59 6
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. $46.24 1
GRIMES ASPHALT & PAVING CORP. $337,569.33 5
HALLETT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY $420.02 1
HEALTHY SCHOOL SUPPLY LLC
$962.50 1
HITOUCH BUSINESS SERVICES LLC
$127.43 2
HOME DEPOT PRO (THE)
$213.12 1
HY-VEE FOOD STORE #01138
$217.86 2
INTERSTATE BATTERY SYSTEM
$114.95 1
IOWA DES MOINES SUPPLY INC.
$1,107.21 1
IRON WORKS LTD
$540.00 1
JET DRAIN SERVICE
$510.00 1
JOHNSTON AUTOSTORES
$913.76 5
LA CROSSE SEED LLC
$760.00 1
LOFFREDO FRESH PRODUCE CO INC$1,563.96 2
LOWE’S
$186.18 3
MARTIN BROTHERS DIST. CO., INC $86,065.27 14
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MARTIN MARIETTA
$716.24 1
MENARDS-ALTOONA
$63.13 2
MENARDS-ANKENY
$209.06 1
MENARDS-CLIVE
$212.82 2
MENARDS-DES MOINES
$204.20 6
MENARDS-GRIMES
$216.73 3
MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES
$530.88 6
MILLER HARDWARE, INC.
$15.99 1
MOWBILITY SALES & SERVICE
$67.73 1
NAPA AUTO PARTS
$923.79 4
NICHOLS CONTROLS & SUPPLY, INC $247.70 2
OHARCO
$191.06 1
P & P SMALL ENGINES INC.
$2,111.20 5
POMP’S TIRE SERVICE, INC
$2,248.68 1
PPG ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES INC
$29.80 1
PRAIRIE AG SUPPLY INC
$338.61 1
RENEWABLE ENERGY GROUP INC $67,924.31 5
SAYLORCREEK SAND COMPANY LLC $8,811.25 2
SCHILDBERG CONSTRUCTION CO, INC$456.21 2
SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO
$308.74 2
SINK PAPER COMPANY
$2,876.80 2
SPRAYER SPECIALTIES
$168.86 1
STEW HANSEN’S DODGE CITY INC
$368.75 1
STOREY KENWORTHY COMPANY $12,120.71 57
TREE GUARDIAN USA MIDWEST LLC$4,000.00 1
UNITED REFRIGERATION, INC
$255.66 1
VAN METER INDUSTRIAL INC
$234.51 1
VERIZON WIRELESS
$61.61 1
VETTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC$3,089.46 1
WALSH DOOR & HARDWARE CO
$305.00 1
WELLS FARGO BANK (CREDIT CARD) $21,651.64 1
ZIEGLER INC
$737.10 2
REASON: USE OF MONEY AND PROPERTY
TRIPLETT, DOUGLAS
$217.50 1
IOWA EVENTS CENTER
REASON: OTH SRVS & CHGS
ARAMARK
$800.01
BREWER WHOLESALE MEAT
$1,499.10
COCA COLA-ATLANTIC BOTTLING
$2,043.44
GENERAL PARTS
$661.32
GLOBAL SPECTRUM
$5,331.76
HIREQUEST
$10,211.34
HUBERT
$1,158.26
HY VEE
$199.31
IEC WATER ICE DBA
RITAS ITALIAN ICE
$2,394.67
LGC ASSOCIATES
$13,589.48
LOFFREDO PRODUCE
$5,969.61
OVATIONS FOOD SERVICE
$207,707.18
PALMER GROUP
$115.82
ROTELLAS BAKERY
$388.80
US FOODS
$8,632.74
ARAMARK
$96.77
BREWER WHOLESALE
$5,282.12
ATLANTIC BOTTLING CO
$1,307.88
HIREQUEST
$2,084.45
HYVEE FOOD STORES
$75.89
HYVEE FOOD STORES
$77.90
IA CITY COFFEE COMPANY
$811.30
LGC ASSOCIATES
$1,947.05
LOFFREDO
$1,938.35
PALMER GROUP
$298.00
R COMM WIRELESS
$1,209.64
ROTELLA’S
$211.80
US FOODS
$21,960.94
DOLL DISTRIBUTING
$1,834.85
BEVERAGE DISTIBUTORS OF IOWA
$237.42
DOLL DISTRIBUTING
$322.30
IOWA BEVERAGE
$652.16
POLK COUNTY EMPLOYEE INSURANCE
TO BE PAID 6-7-2022
REASON: OTH SRVS & CHGS
WELLMARK
$427,614.14

DELTA DENTAL

$18,864.00

PROCEEDINGS OF THE POLK COUNTY BOARD
OF SUPERVISORS
––––––
The Polk County Board of Supervisors met in regular session Tuesday, May 31, 2022 at 9:30 a.m.
MEMBERS PRESENT: Steve Van Oort, Matt
McCoy, Tom Hockensmith, Robert Brownell,
Angela Connolly.
Moved by Hockensmith, Seconded by Brownell
to dispense with the reading of the May 24,
2022 minutes and they stand approved as
printed.
VOTE YEA: Van Oort, McCoy, Hockensmith,
Brownell, Connolly.
The Bills as certified by the County Auditor were
allowed or disallowed on each according to
the certified list, claim numbers 202205310001
– 202205310627.
VOTE YEA: Van Oort, McCoy, Hockensmith,
Brownell, Connolly.
PROCLAMATION: Supervisor McCoy read the
Pride Month Proclamation – June 2022.
PERMITS: Renewal applications for Cigarette/
Tobacco/Nicotine/Vapor permits for:
Oasis
5121 NE 14th Street
Tobacco Outlet Plus Grocery #506
4923
Merle Hay Road
VOTE YEA: Van Oort, McCoy, Hockensmith,
Brownell, Connolly.
RESOLUTIONS: Resolution approving MH/ID/
DD service approvals and authorizing expenditures from the MHDS Services Fund (mental
health/intellectual disability/developmental
disability).
Resolution approving funds in workforce provider assistance to various Network service
providers (Broadlawns Medical Center, Candeo,
Community Support Advocates, American
Baptist Homes of the Midwest, Easterseals, Eyerly
Ball, Goodwill Industries, Hope, Link Associates,
Mainstream Living, Optimae LifeServices,
Orchard Place and Trans Iowa).
Resolution approving right-of-way purchases
bridge replacement project (BR 4161).
Resolution awarding contract to Herberger
Construction Company for bridge replacement project on NE Frisk Drive (STBGSWAP-C077(232)—FG-77).
Resolution approving cancellation of special
weed assessment (240.00765.100.026).
Resolution concerning annexation of property
into the City of Alleman.
Resolution approving grant agreement with
Community Foundation of Greater Des Moines
to support Community Health Worker Initiative.
Resolution authorizing the Auditor’s Office to
publish Notice of Public Hearing for June 14,
2022 granting permanent overhead electric
easement to MidAmerican Energy (land known
as Fourmile Creek Greenway).
Resolution approving Memorandum of
Understanding with Iowa Attorney General’s
Office for reimbursement of Victim Right’s Week
expenses (5k run).
Resolution creating a position in the Behavioral
Health and DisabilityServices Department.
Resolution creating a position in the Medical
Examiner’s Office.
Resolution approving Community Betterment
Grant awards.
Resolution approving various sponsorships.

REFERRED TO ASSESSOR, TREASURER & CO
ATTORNEY: Request for abatement of taxes
on property at 801 & 803 – 73rd Street,Windsor
Heights.
REFERRED TO PUBLIC WKS &
CO ATTORNEY:
City of Ankeny notice of hearing regarding voluntary urbanized annexation of certain territory
(ATI Industrial, LLC, Tyler Investment Co., Inc.,
Polk County Aviation Authority, Lloyd Linn).
Notice of proposed annexation of unincorporated territory into the City of Runnells.
APPOINTMENTS: Moved by Hockensmith,
Seconded by Van Oort that the following Resolution be adopted: BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that the individuals named on this
Memorandum be approved for personnel
action:
Karlie Batt, Field Supp Spec on-call, Sheriff,
$27.92 beginning June 4, 2022
Matthew Bracelin, Deten Supr, Sheriff, $78,844
beginning May 7, 2022
Mark Chance, Sergeant, Sheriff, $101,291 beginning May 17, 2022
Mary Clark, Civil Process Supr, Sheriff, $85,452
beginning May 28, 2022
Troy Cline, Field Supp Spec, Sheriff, $76,331
beginning June 4, 2022
Jared Colvin, Jail Food Svcs Team Ldr, Sheriff,
$63,189 beginning May 7, 2022
Lucas Comer, Deten Officer, Sheriff, $47, 667
beginning June 20, 2022
Erica Estayo, Field Supp Spec on-call, Sheriff,
$27.92 beginning June 4, 2022
Christopher Fisher, Field Supp Spec on-call,
Sheriff, $27.92 beginning June 4, 2022
Joshua Foutch, Cash Mgmt Tech, Treasurer,
$53,183 beginning June 6, 2022
Douglas Glenn, Field Supp Spec on-call, Sheriff,
$27.92 beginning June 4, 2022
Jermain Henderson, Yth Svcs Team Ldr, CFYS,
$73,042 beginning June 4, 2022
Davis Herndon, Field Supp Spec on-call, Sheriff,
$27.92 beginning June 4, 2022
William King, Field Supp Spec, Sheriff, $76,331
beginning June 4, 2022
Amy Kopatich, Field Supp Spec on-call, Sheriff,
$27.92 beginning June 4, 2022
Eunice Marzah, Deten Officer, Sheriff, $47,667
beginning June 13, 2022
Erin McQuerry, Prog Aide, Health, $47,743
beginning June 4, 2022
Matthew Mertens, Deten Security Mgr, Sheriff,
$120,632 beginning June 5, 2022
Joshua Milam, Yth Svcs Wkr, CFYS, $53,183
beginning June 6, 2022
Morgan Ochoa, Prog Aide on-call, CFYS, $20.32
beginning June 1, 2022
Ferenc Reznik, Deten Security Mgr, Sheriff,
$111,532 beginning June 4, 2022
Emma Tobey, Field Supp Spec on-call, Sheriff,
$27.92 beginning June 4, 2022
VOTE YEA: Van Oort, McCoy, Hockensmith,
Brownell, Connolly.
LET THE RECORD SHOW all resolutions, including
Public Hearings, were approved unanimously,
unless otherwise noted.
Moved by Hockensmith, Seconded by Brownell
to adjourn until June 7, 2022, at 9:30 a.m.
The above resolutions are a summary. For
the full text of resolutions, visit our website
at: https://www.polkcountyiowa.gov/auditor/
administration/ or visit our office at The Polk
County Auditor’s Office, 111 Court Avenue,

Room 230, Des Moines, Iowa, Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m., 286-3080

You are hereby notified that on May 31, 2022,
the Last Will and Testament of LEONARD
O. WILBER, deceased, bearing the date of
September 23, 2015 was admitted to probate
in the above-named court and that Jeff Wilbur
has been appointed executor of the estate. Any
action to set aside the will must be brought in
the district court of said county with-in the later
to occur of four months from the date of the
second publication of this notice or one month
from the date of mailing of this notice to all heirs
of the decedent and devisees under the will
whose identities are reasonably ascertainable,
or thereafter be forever barred.
Notice is further given that all persons indebted
to the estate are requested to make immedi-ate
payment to the undersigned, and creditors having claims against the estate shall file them with
the clerk of the above named district court, as
provided by law, duly authenticated, for allowance, and unless so filed by the later to occur of
four months from the date of the second publication of this notice or one month from the date of
mailing of this notice (unless otherwise allowed
or paid) a claim is thereafter forever barred.
Dated June 2, 2022.
Jeff Wilber

Executor of the Estate
1009 SW 53rd St.
Ankeny, IA 50023
Jerrold B. Oliver, ICIS# AT0005825
Attorney for the Executor
Jordan, Oliver, Walters & Smith, P.C.
101 1/2 W. Jefferson
PO Box 230
Winterset, IA 50273
Published in the Business Record on June 17
and 24, 2022.

PUBLIC NOTICE
––––––
Notice of Public Hearing regarding adoption
of the Polk 2050 Comprehensive Plan for Polk
County, Iowa as provided for under Chapter
331 and 335 Code of Iowa, as amended.
To: All interested persons:
Notice is hereby given that on Monday, June
27, 2022 at 7:00 pm a public hearing will be
held by the Polk County Zoning Commission
in the meeting room of the Polk County Public
Works Department, Planning & Development
Division, 5885 NE 14th Street, Des Moines, IA
50313 regarding adoption of the Polk 2050
Comprehensive Plan. A comprehensive plan,
also known as a general plan, master plan or
land use plan; is a document designed to guide
the future actions of a community. It presents a
vision of the future; with long-range goals and
objectives for all activities that affects the local
government.
The Polk County 2050 Comprehensive Plan
is composed of an introduction section that
details the purpose of the plan, introduces the
guiding principles, and the equity and regional
leadership components. Then a public input
summary, and eight main chapters including:
• Housing
• Land Use
• Natural Resources
• Agriculture
• Economic Development
• Corridors/Villages
• Infrastructure
• Transportation/Mobility
And finishes up with implementation strategy.
The implementation strategy helps the County
prioritize timelines, budget allocations, and necessary resources and partnerships as they work
to carry out the policies and action items recommended throughout this plan.
All interested property owners shall have
an opportunity to be heard. A draft of the
Comprehensive Plan is available at www.
polk2050.org.
The information identified on this notice may
be obtained in accessible formats by qualified persons with a disability. To receive more
information or to request an accommodation
to participate in a meeting, hearing, service,
program, or activity conducted by this department/office, please contact Polk County Public
Works, Planning & Development, 5885 NE 14th
Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50313, (515) 286-3705.
The meeting will be held in-person, with a
virtual attendance option also provided. Any
participants, including Commission members,
applicants and members of the public wishing to join the meeting remotely may do so
by using the phone number and link that will
be included on the Final Agenda, which will
be uploaded to the following page of the Polk
County website by 4:30pm on Friday, June
24, 2022 https://www.polkcountyiowa.gov/
public-works/zoning-commission/. The information may also be obtained by contacting Polk
County Public Works, Planning & Development,
at (515) 286-3705.
Published in the Business Record on June 17,
2022.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
DEADLINES AND REQUIREMENTS
The deadline for public notices is 3 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 business days prior to publication date. NO PUBLIC NOTICES WILL BE
ACCEPTED BY FAX, TELEPHONE, OR BY MAIL.
We must be notified of any changes to or cancellations of previously submitted notices no
later than noon Thursday prior to publication.
Notices should be typed (including all signatures) and accompanied with any publication
requirements (such as the number of times the
notice is to be published and whether it must be
published by a certain date), whom to bill, and
a phone number at which you can be reached
should any question arise.
Submit all public notices to:
publicnotices@bpcdm.com.
E-mails should be sent either in a Microsoft Word
or Excel document, text, or copyable PDF.
Please direct all inquiries regarding public notice
publication to John Retzlaff at (515) 288-3338
ext. 217, johnretzlaff@bpcdm.com.
Please direct all inquiries concerning billing and
affidavits of publication to Eileen Jackson at
(515) 288-3338, accounting@bpcdm.com.

PUBLIC NOTICE - ABANDONED VEHICLE
––––––
About six months ago, a 1995 Mazda 626 was
left in our driveway by the owner who left town.
She left no forwarding address and has made
no contact since. So we would like to donate the
car to whoever is willing to haul it off. We have
no title nor a key, and it is in pretty bad shape.
Please contact Kenn Johnson at 515-491-9166
Published in the Business Record on June 17,
2022.
NOTICE OF PROBATE OF WILL,
OF
APPOINTMENT OF EXECUTOR
AND NOTICE TO CREDITORS
———
The Iowa District Court
Polk County
———
Probate No. ESPR021977
———
IN RE THE ESTATE OF
LEONARD O. WILBER, Deceased.
To All Persons Interested in the Estate of
LEONARD O. WILBER, Deceased, who died on
or about April 17, 2022

TRUST NOTICE
––––––
IN THH MATTER OF THE TRUST:
PRISCILLA D. LORBER REVOCABLE TRUST
To all persons regarding PRISCILLA D. LORBER,
deceased, who died on or about May 27, 2022.
You are hereby notified that the trustee listed
below is the trustee of the PRISCILLA D. LORBER
REVOCABLE TRUST dated on January 8, 2009.
Any action to contest the validity of the trust
must be brought in the District Court of Polk
County, Iowa, within the later to occur of four
(4) months from the date of second publication
of this notice or thirty (30) days from the date of
mailing this notice to all heirs of the decedent
settlor and the spouse of the decedent settlor

PUBLIC NOTICES
whose identities are reasonably ascertainable.
Any suit not filed within this period shall be
forever barred.
Notice is further given that any person or
entity possessing a claim against the trust must
mail proof of the claim to the trustee at the
address listed below via certified mail, return
receipt requested, by the later to occur of four
(4) months from the second publication of this
notice or thirty (30) days from the date of mailing this notice if required or the claim shall be
forever barred unless paid or otherwise satisfied.
Dated on June 3, 2022.
Paulette Hartney
22318 Slate Oaks Lane
Richmond, TX 77469
Paul M. Thielking, ICIS# AT0007847
Attorney for the Trustee
8230 Hickman
Des Moines, IA 50325
515-276-5387
Published in the Business Record on June 17
and 24, 2022.

EXHIBIT ‘A’
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
––––––
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON THE
PROPOSED
AMENDMENT TO THE 2016 POLK CITY
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN ENTITLED
“IMAGINE POLK CITY – A BRIDGE TO THE
FUTURE”
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that at 6:00 P.M.
on the 27 day of June 2022 the City Council of
Polk City will, in said Council Chambers, hold a
public hearing to amend the following sections
of the Comprehensive Plan:
Future Land Use Plan, as shown on the attached
Exhibit “A”
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that this amendment will come before the City Council on June
27 at 6:00 p.m. at which time you may call in
as instructed at the top of this notice and present
any reasons that you may have, either in favor
of or against said proposed amendment.
This notice is given by order of the City Council
of the City of Polk City, Iowa.
Dated this 23rd day of May 2022
Jenny Gibbons, City Clerk
Published in the Business Record on June 3 and
June 17, 2022.
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